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ABSTRACT
A theoretical and experimental investigation is presented of inverse
Bremsstrahlung absorption of CW CO 2 laser radiation (wavelength 1 0.6 _ rn)
in flowing gases seeded with alkali metals. In order to motivate this devel-
opment, some simple models are described of several space missions which
could use laser-powered rocket vehicles. Design considerations are given
for a test cell to be used with the Avco Everett Research Laboratory, Inc.,
HPL-10 welding laser, using a diamond window for admission of laser rad-
iation at power levels in excess of I0 kW. A detailed analysis of absorption
conditions in the test cell is inc!uded. The experimental apparatus and test
set-up are described and the results of experiments presented. Injection of
alkali seedant and steady-state absorption of the laser radiation were suc-
cessfully demonstrated, but problems with the durability of the diamond win-
dows at higher powers prevented operation of the test cell as an effective
laser-powered thruster. Improved designs for diamond window holders are
now available and should be used in future experiments of this type.
-111-
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L INTRODUCTION: THE CONCEPT OF LASER PROPULSION
At the present time, rocket propulsion systems for space applications
may be divided into two categories: (I) conventional chemical rocket engines,
which typically exhibit specific impulses In the range of Z70 to 400 seconds;
and (Z) low thrust engines (e. g. , electric propulsion systems), which have
intrinsically high specific impulses, of the order of thousands of seconds.
For many space missions the optimum combination of mass ratio efficiency
and energy efficiency requires a specific impulse lying between these ex-
tremes.
As a particular example, the present high cost of launch to earth
orbit is due in large part to the fact that the engines employed exhibit specific
_rnpulses which are considerably less than optimum. The consequent high
mass ratios are important not so much because of the high propellant utili-
zation per pound of payload but because quite sophisticated boost vehicle
structure is required if there is to be a positive payload.
When the mission permits, one useful approach to the problem of
reducing vehicle costs is to provide for the recovery, refurbishment
and multiple reuse of one or more stages. This is, of course, the approach
taken in the space shuttle, in which the basic vehicle construction cost is
not lower than that of present launch vehicles but is intended to be amortized
over a relatively large number (approximately I00) of missions.
A different but perhaps complementary attack on this problem is to
rvduc,, the mass ratio by increasing the thrust generated per unit mass of
propellant expended. A method of this type which has often been considered
(for _,xar_p]c in studies of the aerospace plane) is the use of an air breathing
boost(.r, which, in principle, avoids the mass penalty of carrying oxidizer
_,nt}',L,boost stage. The engineering complexities involved have, however.
_mp_.d(,d th," practical utilization of this system, at least for space launch
app]ications.
The concept of laser propulsion, as proposed originally by Kantrow'itz
ct al.(l'Z) represents a new departure which, if shown to be feasible, could
provide a major improvement in the economics of space operations. (%) In
boost application of this system, a powerful ground based laser is the power
source for the vehicle, which rides up the beam, obtaining propulsive thrust
from laser induced breakdown and heating of a working fluid.
At first sight the most significant _oature of this system is that the,
_'nt'r_y source for boost remains on the ground. It should bc noted, however.
that in conventional propulsion systems the cost of the (chemical) energy re-
quired for boost (i. e.. direct fuel cost) is relatively small. More important
•,dvautag_,,_ of laser propulsion are that the choice of working fluid for
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propulsion is not constrained by the requirements of chemical combustion,
and that the temperatures reached in laser-induced breakdown are typically
much higher than in combustion. Use of a high operating temperature and a
propellant of low molecular weight should a11ow the achievement of a much
higher exhaust velocity: itmay in factbe possible to tailorthe specific
impulse to the mission under consideration.
In designing a laser powered thruster for a given mission, use of an
excessively high specificimpulse exacts penalties in terms of the laser
power requirements and in the overall energy efficiencyof the syste,_, as
well as possibly introducing design problems for the engine itself. Further-
more, since the cost of the propellants themselves will generally be a small
component of the totalmission cost, the primary purpose of a low mass
ratio is to minimize the structural complexity of the vehicle. Itmay be
preferable to use a propellantwhich is dense and readily storeable (e.g.
water) rather than one of minimum molecular weight (e.g., liquidhydrogen),
even at the expense of some increase in overall mass ratio. As discussed
in Section IIthese considerations will generally lead to a mass ratiowhich
is in excess of about 2.5, regardless of the mission. The structural
materials and techniques employed in such a vehicle may nevertheless be
more closely analogous to those in conventional aircraft constraction than
to present launch vehicle practice and itis this which offers the greatest
opportunity for cost reductions.
The principal price paid for the remarkable potentialperformance of
the laser propulsion system is that, to a iarger extent .*hanwith conventional
vehiclcs, the entire launch operation must be tackled from an integrated
systems viewpoint. For examples the boost must be completed while the
vehicle is within range of the laser station, taking into account laser propa-
gationcharacteristics in the atmosphere, a factwhich may constrain the
boost trajectory. For any given mission the range limitationalso may
impose a lower limit on the acceleration employed and hence directly affect
the required thrust of the engine. Further, since the exhaust power of any
rocket propulsion system is proportional to the product of thrust and exhaust
velocity_the range limit, due to beamspread as well as atmospheric ab-
sorption, can directlyinfluence the power output required from the ground-
based laser. Present indicationsare that the trade offbetween vehicle per-
formance and laser power favors a capitalintensive system in which the
major part of the required investment is devoted to the laser and associated
power supply. Itthus appears thatlaser propulsion is particularlyappropri-
ate to high volume boost applicationsin which the cost per launch is a more
significantfactor than the capitalinvestmcnt: thischaracteristic is shared
with the shuttle.
Another area in which laser propulsion may offer important advant- \
ages is that of orbit to orbit transfer. At least three differentapproaches
to this problem are conceivable:
I. Direct laser irradiationfrom the ground of an engine aboard
a spacecraft whose orbit passes near the laser station.
-Z-
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Using receiving optics deployed in space, this system could
be applied to spacecraft having perigee altitudes up to at least
500 kilometers, but there are serious constraints, depending
upon the latitude of the laser station, on both the initial orbits
_vhich are applicable and the final orbits which can be achieved.
Z. Use of a mirror in an orbit which passes over the laser station
to redirect the radiation to a spacecraft at a longer range.
This system relaxes somewhat the orbital constraints but
narrows the available burn windows. A variant of this techni=
que which may eventually prove useful consists of a focussing
mirror which is itself in a geosynchronous orbit and which
redirects the radiation to an ascending interorbital tug.
The feasibility of this system depends on rmnimizing the laser
beamspread due to atmospheric effects. In order that a mirror
in geosynchronous orbit be a reasonable size (less than 100
meters in diameter) the beamspread must be of the order of a
microradian. Adaptive optic techniques may perhaps be cap-
able of approaching this performance, (4) compensating for
turbulent degradation of the beam and thermal blooming in the
atmosphere.
3. Use of a laser station _'hich is itself in orbit. Since in this
approach the entire system is outside the atmosphere, the
range at which laser propulsion is feasible depends only on
the diffraction limit of the output optics and the size of the re-
ceiving optics. This approach clearly offers much greater
flexibility. For example, a high power laser in geosynchronous
orbit could be used, not only to bring up an orbital tug from low
orbit to synchronous orbit, but to inject deep space vehicles to
interplanetary trajectories. As in the case of launch from Earth,
the advantages of this system are, firstly, that "-he mass of the
power generating system for each vehicle does not have to be
lifted through the gravitational potential, and, secondly, that the
specific impulse of the engine employed can be tailored to the
mission at hand. Determination of the cost-optimum specific
impulse for orbit-to-orbit applications requires consideration
of the cost of bringing propella_t_ zrom earth to low orbit as
well as of capital costs such as that of the laser station. If the
space shuttle is used for the Earth launch phase, it is expected
that the optimum for geosynchronous missions will be somewhat
in excess of a thousand seconds, giving relatively short transf:'r
times to synchronous orbit (up to several days), together with a
tug mass ratio which is less than 2. A system of this type may
become particularly attractive if and when a major solar power
station is established in space.
Most of the mission analyses which have been carried out to date at
AL'RL, Inc., have been concerned with launch from Earth to orbit. In order
to motivate the design of the test cell which is discussed in this report,
-3-
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some sivlple analyses of this type are sketched in Section II. Orbit-to-
orbit applications have been considered elsewhere(5) The physics of ab-
sorption of laser radiation in flowing gases is considered in Section Ill,
leading to the specification of design parameters for the test cell.
Development of the test cell itsel£ together with supporting instrumenta-
tion is discussed in Section IV and the results of experiments carried out
are given in Section V.
-4-
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If. BOOST APPLICATIONS OF LASER PROPULSION
I. BACKGROUND
In both the military :'nd civilian sectors of the national space pro-
gram, one of the greatest challenges of this decade is the reduction of the °
costs associated with space operations such as launch to low orbit, orbit-
to-orbit transfer, etc. White it is true that, at present, direct operational
costs are often a relatively small fraction of the total cost of a given space
mission (for example, payload hardware costs frequently exceed launch
costs by more than an order of magnitude), reduction of the basic cost of
transportation to space can have a disproportionate influence in improvin_
the overall economics of space flightprograms.
It should be noted at the outset that space flight is not an inherently
expensive operation. The energy which must be imparted to a pound of
payload to place it in low orbit is less than 4 kWh, which is an order of
• _agnitude less than the energy consumed in carrying a pound of payload
around the world ina jet transport aircraft. In principle, operations in-
volving launch to and recovery from low orbit are energetically cheaper
than long-haul aircraft operations. If the energy required to orbit could be
obtained from a ground-based electric utilityand applied efficiently, the
cost would be in the vicinity of 10 ¢ per pound of payload. The difference
between this figure and present launch costs (> $800/Ib) is one measure of
the improvements which are conceptually possible in the technology of
spacc flight.
The range of activities which are economically feasible in space is
a very sensitive function of launch costs. At present, the utilization of
space consists almost entirely of the gathering and transmission of inforrna-
tion, using reconnaissance, corrm_unication, navigation and geodetic, meteur-
o[ogical, Earth resources survey, and scientific satellites. The reason for
this is simply that information is one of the few commodities whose value
per pound is high enough to justify the current space transportation costs.
The development of economical launch and recovery systems will allow a
major increase in the scope and utility of information services from space
(e.g.. commercial direct-broadcast television, quick-look reconnaissance
in tactical military situations, etc.), but such services will then be only a
part of the exploitation of the unique resources of the virgin territory of
Earth orbit. As one example, interest in space will broaden to include s_lch
areas as the manufacture in free fallof materials and components for ter-
restrial systems.
The expansion of space activi_.ies which will follow reduction in
launch costs has very significant implications for the overall cost-
effectiveness of the program. In the first place, when mission opportunities
-5-
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are few, it is necessary that the probability of success on a given rn."ss'tcn
be high, and system costs are, of course, a very steeply increasing func-
tion of the required reliability. There will always be space missions (e.g.,
those for which the launch windows are narrow and infrequent) and particu-
lar spacecraft subsystems (e.g., safety-critical systems on manned mis-
sions) which demand high reliability, but, for the great majority of routine
space operations, the cost-effectiveness trade will shift in the direction of
replacement or repair of defective systems when chea and simple access
to orbit is available. This can provide an opportunity for very substantial
reductions in payload costs.
Secondly, the payloads for space missions now consist primarily of
complex and costly instrumentation. In the future, there will be a require-
ment for many payloads which are intrinsically far less expensive, includ-
ing structural materials for space stations and other large orbital assem-
blies, and bulk cargo such as consumables for logistic support, materials
for space manufacturing operations, and fuel for orbit-to-orbit tugs. This
factor alone is sufficient to ensure that average payload costs will decrease
dramatically with launch costs.
Thirdly, economies of scale will becume effective as launch costs
are lowered. Most spacecraft are now special-purpose systems and their
development costs must be amortized over a very few missions. Further,
the number of units produced is often too small to allow the learning curve
to affect manufacturing costs. The economies from this source followin_
an increase in the frequency of mission opportunities can be enhanced by a
modular approach to the design of spacecraft systems, a trend which is just
now beginning: an example is NASA's Small Astronomy Satellite, a basic
bus vehicle which provides control, orientation, command and telemetry
facilities for a variety of instrumentation on different missions.
The importance of ready access to space is recognized in the cur-
rent U.S. commitment to the development of the space shuttle, a vehicle
which should reduce direct launch costs to between $160 and $350 per pound
of payload, depending on the utilization of the vehicle and the nature of the
mission. The shuttle also offers additional opportunities for reducing pay-
load costs: (I) it provides a benign launch environment, which may simptiCv
payload instrumentation; (2) it will provide personnel for on-orbit checl, o_t,
erection, deployment and, if necessary, repair of satellite system_, ,,r fur
operation of equipment in the payload bay; and (3) it will, in many ca_es,
allow the recovery, refurbishment and multiple reuse of satellite payloads.
While the shuttle should provide a major improvement in the cost-
effectiveness of space operations, economically viable shuttle payloads wilt
remain, for the foreseeable future, limited to relatively high-value tter_s.
In order to allow the broad expansion of space activities which is required
if the full potential of space technology is to be realized (and which i_ _n f._c't
required to justify the development costs of the shuttle itself), what is n_.t.dcd
is a cheap and effective means of placing in orbit thobe payloads which _Lr_
of lower intrinsic value. Space operations can,_ot becor_e a routin_, part _>f
-6-
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the economic life of this country, nor can space technology play its full
part in the defense of the free world, until a launch system is available of-
fering direct costs well below $100 per pound.
The concept of laser propulsion offers the remarkable possibility of
launch to orbit using ground-based power. The purpose of this section is to
d_scuss the mission performance aspects of a laser powered launch vehicle,
on the assumption that the engine design problems can be solved. As will
be shown, a laser powered launch vehicle must be considered as being, not
competitive with the shuttle, but complementary to it. Extrapolation of the
state-of-the-ar*, in laser design indicates that payloads to orbit of order
several tons are not unreasonable, but that provision of a much heavier lift
capability than this would require an excessive capital investment in the
laser _tation, and might also encounter laser propagation limitations inthc
atmosphere. Thus the earlirct potential space application of laser propul-
sion appears to be in the unmanned launch of relatively small payloads. It
is fortunate that many of the lower-value payloads for which a cheap launch
capability is necessary fall into this category. Freed from the need to be
used as a freight vehicle the shuttle can then be used for those higher-value
payloads for which its direct launch costs are not prohibitive. It is also
possible that the down cargo capability of the shuttle could be used effectively
as a means of returning the boost engines and other components of the laser
powered launch vehicles for refurbishment and reuse. The laser powered t
Munch system and the shuttle appear to be adapted to complementary mis-
sion functions, providing the possibility of an overall launch capability
which is much more cost-effective than could be achieved with either system
alone,
Z. RECTILINEAR BOOST TO ESCAPE f
In conventional chemical rocket boosters, the efficiency with which i
the energy of the fuel and oxidizer is converted into kinetic energy of the
vehicle is usually only of indirect interest, a move important criterion of 1
performance being efficiency in the utilization of propellant mass. Simi-
larly, the power in the exhaust of the engine is usually only significant in I
temps o:_'losses and attendant cooling problems. The reason for this situa- t
tion is that the chemical energy of typical propellants is cheap (a few cents }
per l,.Jtowatt hour) compared to other elements of the system, but the
specific impulse obtainable from them is low (<450 seconds, in vacuum),
which requires multi-stage vehicles for launch to orbital velocity, with high
,_vcralt mass ratios and sophisticated structural design. 1
The design of a laser-powered boost vehicle for launch to Earth ,
orbit requires, first of all, a specification of the required exhaust velocity
(:r rat_" of exhaust velocities), as this will determine the operating tem-
!>craturc of the engine and strongly affect design of the concentrator and of
-7-
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the window for admission of received laser radiation to the thrust chamber.
4 The costs associated with laser powered boost depend also on: (i) the ex-
haust power 1_ of the engine, as this is proportional to the laser power and
hence fixes the capital cost of the laser installation; (ii) the energy expended
during boost, which determines the laser gas processing cost, the cost of
, electrical energy consumed by the laser, and some other items such as the
refurbishment costs of the laser power supply capacitor bank; (iii) the mass
. ratio of the vehicle, which affects most strongly its required structural
sophistication and the fraction of the mass at burnout which is payload; and
(iv) the choice of working fluid for the engine. All these parameters depend
on the exhaust velocity program which is used
In order to form an estimate of the required exhaust power and spe-
cific impulse in an operational laser-powered boost engine, we consider
here first the problem of acceleration from rest to e_cape velocity along a
rectilinear trajectory. It is assumed that the thrust axis of the engine is
aligned with the trajectory; i.e., none of the thrust is used to support the
component of weight of the vehicle normal to the trajectory. Apart from
simplicity, the principal rationale for this condition is t.hat in more realistic
trajectories, to sub-escape velocities, a gravity turn cax_ actually effect
a useful rotation of the velocity vector, raising the perigee of the orbit
which is achieved, so there is little to be gained from investigating means
t for counteracting it.
: Neglecting losses, the exhaust power of the engine is (see glossary
' for definition of symbols, page 1 1 I).
P = -1/zm c2 (1 -1
i and the equation of motion along the trajectory is, neglecting aerodynamic
i drag,}
t zp
t ma : m(_r + gll ) = -rn c = --c (11-2i
l
t where the right hand side is obtained from Eq. (II-l). Here
i gll = gcos_ (II-3
t is the instantaneous component of gravitation along the trajectory, rf the
Earth were flat, gll would be constant along a rectilinear trajecto:'y, but
; the ranges to be considered here are sufficient to require taking into account
i the effects of variations in the direction and magnitude of gravitation aion_
some such trajectories.
In order to minimize the exhaust power P it is desirable to make
g_t as small as possible, reducing the gravity losses while permitting as
leisurely an ascent as range constraints will allow. For a rectilincar tr_,-
jectory, the flight path angle _¢ should be as large as possibtc: the nuax-
• . , 0
imum feasible value is expected to be in the vicinity of 60 , due to atmo-
spheric absorption of the laser radiation at high zenith angles.
1978010468-015
In accelerating along a rectilinear trajectory away from the Earth,
the flight path angle decreases with time due to the change in direction of
the local vertical, and this effect can offset the reduction in gravitational
force with altitude. Figure II-1 shows the component of g along the tra-
jectory as a function of range, for various initial flight path angles Yo (the
curves are derived in Appendix A). Fortuitously, _ is almost constant
out to ranges of several thousand kilometers, if ¥o ~ 60°.
For the best possible rectilinear trajector-_, _-_ therefore take
gll _ go cos 60 = I/2 go = coustant (II-4)
The absolute minimum value of P can be obtained by setting up a
variational problem based on Eq. (II-2) which yields the power-optimal
acceleration program. (6) This results in an acceleration which increases
linearly with time, but the power savings effected in this way are generally
minor az_d are obtained at the expense of requiring sigrificantly higher ex-
haust velocities than in the case to be considered here, in which, to simplify
engine design, c is assumed constant. With this constraint, Eq. (II-2)
gives
_:n = 1 (v + ) (II-5)
or, integrating,
In m 1=- (v+g t) (It-6)
m c II
0
In particular, the mass ratio is given by
[Vl +gli T.]m° = exp (II-7)R1 = m---_ c
The duration T of boost may also be found from Eq. (II-2):
r 2P mla I r#,
- | l_ndt = m ° - m l = ml(R l - 1) = "3- T = (II-8)J c" C
O
or
c
r = _ (RI 1) (I_-9)
a 1
so that Eq. (II-7) may be written as
Vl gll
lnR1 = _- + a-"_ (R1" 1) (II-10)
-9"
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The exhaust velocity required to give a mass ratio R 1 is thus
Vl/_'I
c = (II-I 1)
_llnR1 - R 1 +1
where
= al/g, (n-lZ)
the range pl covered during boost may be found by noting that, if P and c
are constant, so is m, so that
m = m ° +rot = mo(l-t/T o ) (II-13)
whe re
-mo RlmlC2 RlC
To = _ = = _ (II-14)
rn 2P a 1
Equation (II-6) may thus be written
v = _t = "gll t - cln(l - t/T o) (II-15)
or; integrating,
= T 2 /Pl -I/2 gll -c ln(l - t/T ° ) dt
O
2
= -I/2 gllT %\ \ o[I <t/T o) {1n(I - t/T°) - I)I
2 c TO
= -I/2 gll r + _ [R 1 " in R 1 - 1 1 (if-16)
fromEq. (11-13) aft = T. Also, from Eq. (II-13),
R 1 (II-17)
, TO = T RI . 1
-11-
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and, from Eq. (II-7)
c = (v I +gll r)/InRl" (II-18)
Inserting these inEq. (II-16) gives
v](R I Ina I- 1) r Z[Z(RI-InRI- I 1Pl
- (R- l)lnR + 1/2 gH T L_ : I_'R; 1.j (II-19)
It is convenient to normalize this equation by writing
T
: --g" (U-Z0)
v 1
2
_I : gll
---_ Pl (It-Z1)
v I
which gives
[2(R 1 - lnR 1 - 1) 1] 2<P,.1 lnR 1 - 1)Li -.,  :o
With the value of _' obtained from this equation, the specific exhaust power
(i. e., the exhaust power divided by the mass of the vehicle at burnout) may
be obtained fromEq. (II-14):
P R 1 c 2 (R 1 I) c 2 (R 1 - I) (v I +gll T)2
m I 2 T O 2 T 2 T In 2 R I
(RI - 1) (I +_')Z (H-23)
= 1/2 v I gll _ln2R1
These equations allow the specific exhaust power to be calculated as a func-
tion of range and mass ratio if the final velocity v 1 is specified. If, how-
ever, the mission is to escape velocity, then Vl is a function of Pl.
Specifically, since (for ¥o = 60°) the geocentric radius at Pl is (scc
Appendix A)
_o2 2rl = +Pl +Plro (II-24) ,
-12-
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the escape velocity there is given by
2
2 2 goro
v 1 = (II-25)
r_o2 + Pl 2 +PlroJ
Inserting this in Eq. (II-21),
_1 gll 1+-- + m _ +-- +
= ro to.
(II-26)
Before using these results to calculate the power requirements,
notice that, for any given mass ratio, there is a maximum range for which
boost is possible. In the first place, real solutions of Eq. (II-22) for
exist only if
2
_1 < ...E._-- (II-27)
-- l-2q
where
R I - InR I - I
q = (R I - I) InR I (II-28
The physical significance of this effect will be seen after consider-
ing another possible range limit. FromEqs. (H-9), (II-20) and (II-18)
gll c (1 +_') (R 1 - 1)
_'- Vl al ,(R 1 -1) = gll aoRllnR 1 (II-29)
From Eq. (II-2), the lift-off acceleration will be zero when a o = glI •
Under this condition, Eq. (II-29) gives
R 1 I
RIInR 1 - R I + 1 (II-30)
This expression can now be used in Eq. (II-22) to calculate the max-
imum value of _ for which the lift-off acceleration is positive. The re-
" suits are shown {n Fig. II-2, in the curve labeled "lift-off limit". If the
range for boost is greater than this at a given mass ratio, the equation of
motion permits a maneuver in which the vehicle falls back until its mass
• decreases sufficiently for the acceleration to become positive, but this will
not generally be an acceptable departure technique. In any case, if the
-13-
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range for boost is too great, itbecomes impossible to overcome the initial
negative accelera+.ionand reach the required velocitywithin the specified
mass ratio, and this is the meaning of the limit (Eq. (II-Z7)). The range
implied by thisequation is also shown as a functionof mass ratio in Fig.
If-Z, where itis labeled "absolute limit".
In general, these range limits are too large to be of practical sig-
nificance in launch to escape velocity,except perhaps at very high mass
ratios.
o
Figure II-3 shows the specificexhaust power required as a function
of the mass ratio, for several ranges. Note that mass ratios below about
Z. 5 or 3 exact a considerable power penalty, but the curves are quite flat
for higher mass ratios•
The specificexhaust power is shown as a functionof the range
traversed during boost for mass ratios of 3 and 5 in Fig. H-4. The range
for minimum power is 3000 to 4000 km. At shorter ranges, the power is
higher because the boost duration is shorter; at longer ranges, gravity
losses exact an increasing penalty as the average acceleration decreases.
The specificimpulse which is needed for given range and mass ratio
may be calculated from Eq. (II-18). The results are shown in Fig. II-5
for ranges of 500 km and Z000 kin, bracketing the probable values required
in an operational system.
The conclusions which may be drawn from thisanalysis are as fol-
lows:
I. For rectilinearlaunch-to-escape, the mass ratio of the
vehicle should be larger than 3, so as to minimize both
the exhaust power and specific impulse requirements.
Z. The specificimpulse needed will generally be less than
IZ00 seconds.
3. The range during boost should be as large as possible,
probably between 1000 and 3000 krn. The feasibilityof
operating at ranges of this order is under study(6),but
discussion of the requirements (adaptive laser output
optics, engine collector design, etc.) is beyond the scope
of thepresent report•
4. Itis possible to launch to escape a vehicle weighing on,,u_.tri,
ton using an exhaust power of about 300 MW, but specific
powers of 400 - 500 MW/ton willprobably be required
when all design compromises (mass ratio, specificim-
pulse, range, etc.) have been made.
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Launch to escape is, of course, one of the most demanding mismlone _or
which range-limited, laser-powered boost might be used. Launch to low
orbit, requiring lower final velocity, is expected to require considerably
less power and lower specific impulse.
3. RECTILINEAR BOOST TO ORBITAL VELOCITY
In order to display as simply as possible the lower powerand
specific impulse requirements associated with launch to orbit, consider
again the rectilinear boost problem of the previous section, but assume
that the velocity to be reached at range Pl is the minimum velocity which,
at that point, will give an orbit with a perigee radius greater than the radius
of the Earth. In other words, Eq. (11-25) is to be replaced by the vis viva
integral(7) for an orbit of apogee radius r I and perigee to:
= g rl rl - 2_ rl(r I )
where r I is given as a function of the range Pl by Eq. (II-24).
This procedure ignores the problem that if the vehicle at burnout is
to be at apogee of its subsequent orbit, the velocity there must be perpen-
dicular to the local vertical. However, a gravity turn and/or the use of
thrust can rotate the velocity vector in more realistic ascent trajectories,
and the present analysis gives a simple lower bound to the mission require-
ments.
Using Eq. (II-3l) in Eq. (II-21) give_
_1 = gll gll3 (rl +ro) rlPl _ ! +
2goro " go
I
([I-32)
There is again an absolute limiting range at which it is possible to
reach the velocity required by the mission, at a given mass ratio. The
value is obtained by solving Eq. (II-32) for Pl using Eq. (II-27) for 01. "I'h_.r_.
is also again a slightly more stringent range limit, based on requiring a
positive lift-off acceleration, which is obtained by using Eq. (II-30) in Eq.
(ll-2Z) to give Pl I and then solving Eq. (11-32). The resv1_s xre shown in
Fig. 11-6. The limits are more practically significant than in the cast. of
launch-to-escape: this type of effect could provide a lower bound to the
power required to launch to orbit at constant specific impulse, even when
more realistic trajectories are used,
.|c_.
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The value of Pl from Eq. (II-30) may now be used in Eq. (II-22) to
give the normalized time for boost, and then Eqs. (II-23) and (II-18), give
the specific exhaust powerand specific impulse. As shown in Fig. II-7, the
power requirements exhibit the steep rise below a mass ratio of about three
which was found in the case of escape, but comparison with Fig. II-3 shows
that the power requirements for launch to orbit, for a given range and mass
ratio, are about a factor of three lower than for escape.
The exhaust power is shown as a function of range in Fig. II-8. In
general (except at very low mass ratios) the curves do not reach the rain- j
imum before the range limit of Fig. II-6 is met.
Finally, the specific impulse required is shown as a function of the
mass ratio for two different ranges in Fig. II-9. As is to be expected,
lower exhaust velocities are needed for this less demanding mission.
While much work remains to be done to obtain realistic laser-
powered ascent trajectories to orbit, it appears that exhaust powers of the
<,r,lvr <)f ll)l)MW for t.ach nictric ton of payload n_ay I)v fc,lsible, an(t i},,_.,
._p,.cific ii_tnlls_, of l_'ss than 800 seconds will be adcquat<..
4. LAUNCH-TO-ORBIT AT CONSTANT SPECIFIC FORCE
We consider here a specific trajectory for launch-to-_2a_-th ,,rl,it.
The purpose of this analysis is only to demonstrate that ascent trajectories ._
to stable orbit meeting constraints imposed by laser propulsion can be
found, and to derive preliminary estimates of the exhaust power and exhaust i
velocity which would be required. As will be shown, it is possible to com-
plete orbital insertion within a range of the laser station which is small
compared to the radius of the Earth and itis therefore an adequate first
approximation to assume that the Earth is flat.
The trajectory to be studied consists, fi:stly, of a vertical ascent
to an altitude Yl and velocity v I. At this point the vehicle pitches : -ough
90° and thrusts horizontally until orbital velocity is achieved.
To simplify the analysis further, itis assumed that the laser-
powered engine delivers a constant specific force throughout the ascent.
The variation in exhaust velocity and mass flow rate required to give this
result is readily found from the equation of motion Eq. (II-2), (repeated
here for convenience) i
i
ma = -me = 2P (II-33) i
c 1
,q
If a is constant i
i
2P
mc = _ = constant (II-34) I
i
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and, differentiating
m_ = -_nc = ma (H-35)
so that the exhaust velocity increases linearly with time:
c = c o + at (H-36)
During the first (vertical) phase of the ascent,
d
y - a-go - _ (1/z-yZ) (II-37)
SO
1/z _1z - (a - go) Yl (a-3s)
After Yl is reached, the vertical motion of the vehicle is a coast against
gravity, reaching zero vertical velocity after a further time
r = -- (II-39)
go
when the altitude is
Y2 = Yl + 1/2 = /_Yl = Yl (II-40)
2 go¢_' - 1)go
from Eq. (II-36), with
_" = a/g o (11-41)
During this phase, the vehicle is thrusting horizontally, the equation of
motion being simply
= a (II-42)
and the horizontal velocity reached when the vertical velocity stops is
a Yl _'-1y
=aT = go
(II-43)
If orbit insertion ,.'s to occur at this time, we must have
= I V (II-44)
Yl
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and, from Eq. (II-34)
V 2
co
Y2 : (II-45)
" - 1) go
The horizontal distance traversed before insertion is
2 2V V
x2 = I/2 c..____o= I/2 co = Y2 tan 02 (II-46)
a /_ go
There is thus only one specificforce which achieves insertion at a given
zenith angle. Ifwe assume 82 _ 60°, because of laser propagation [imita-
tions,we will have
/_ -_ 1 +tan 60 ° : 2.73 gees. (II-47)
The trajectory thus gives a gentle ride to orbit. From Eq. (II-46), the
down range distance is then
x 2 _ 1167 km (II-48)
and
Y2 = x2 cos0 _ 674 :_m (11-49)
The range at this time is then
P2 = 1348 kin. (If-50)
Since the range is given by
_22 co + .
V
P2 = + Y22 (II-51)
Zgo l)2
itis clear that the range is minimized by making _ (and hence 0) as large
as feasible.
The altitudeat completion of the verticalascent is, from Eq. (II-40)
)'1 = 247 km (II-52)
-26-
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and the velocity then is, from Eq. (II-44)
YI = 2.9 km/sec (II-53)
The total time taken for boost is
Yl Yl VCO_ 1 1)T2 = +-- =-- +a'go go
V V
CO CO
= - = 465 seconds (/.[-54)
go _" I) go tan 60°
From Eq. (H-28), the overall mass ratio for boost is
m 0 c 2 co + a r 2 Vco '_'
R 2 = -- = -- = = I + (II-55)
m2 Co Co Co (_ - I)
So the initial exhaust velocity required is
V a
CO
c - (II-56)
o (R 2 - 1) (a - I)
and the final exhaust velocity is
Vco R 2 _'
= = (II-5?)
c2 R2 Co (R 2 - 1) _- 1
The specific exhaust power is given directly by the equation of
motion at burnout
p _,2 R2
-- = 1/2 a c 2 = 1/2 go V (II-58)
co_. 1 R 2 - 1m 1
This expression is plotted in Fig. H-lO. Once again it appears that
any mass ratio in excess of about 3 is acceptable. As an example, for a
mass ratio of 5 the exhaust power requirement for launch to this fairly low
orbit (altitude 675 kin) is about 200 MW/metric ton. Boost is accomplished
within 1350 km of the laser station: the power may thus be compared with
that required for rectilinear boost vs minimum orbital velocity, which with
this range limitation, is about 140 MW/metric ton, from Fig. II-8. It is
clear that the trajectory presented here is by no means optimized.
-2?-
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The initial and final specific impulses, obtained from Eqs. (II-47)
and (II-48) are shown as functions of the mass ratio in Fig. II-I I. The
wide range of specific impulse and the relatively high values are principal
disadvantages of launch at constant specific force.
Another disadvantage of this launch trajectory is that the angle be-
tween the thrust axis and the beam is not constant - in fact, it changes
abruptly through 90 ° at the end of the vertical ascent phase. This fact, to-
gether with the high, variable specific impulse, could be expected to corn-
plicate greatly the design of the propulsion system if this ascent profile
were seriously to be considered. The primary use of this analysis is thus
as an existence proof that the basic dynamical constraints of laser propu1-
sion systems do not preclude launch to stable, low orbit at reasor_ble
_anges.
Ascent trajectory analysis for laser-powered launch systems is con-
tinuing under other programs. Of particular interest are trajectories which
maintain a constant angle between the laser beam and the thrust axis, and
in which the specific impulse of the engine is constant. It is expected that
it will prove possible to launch to low orbit (_ 500 kin) with specific exhaust
powers of order 150 MW/mctric ton and using a specific impulse of 800
seconds or less.
_){)_
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III. ABSORPTION OF LASER RADIATION IN A WORKING FLUID
1. INTRODUCTION
According to the analyses presented in the previous sections, boost
applications of laser propulsion may require specific impulses in the range
500 to 1200 seconds of thereabouts.. Depending upon the molecular weight
of the selected propellant, this may require thrust chamber temperatures up
to 4000°K or higher. In order to heat a working fluid to these temperatures
by absorption of laser radiation the following absorption mechanisms have
been proposed:
1. Use of a solid heat exchanger which is heated directly by radia-
tion, the gas passing through it being heated by conduction.
This technique is probably limited by the structural properties
of solid heat exchangers to temperatures of order Z500°K.
Z. Use of a dust or other aerosol suspended in the gas in the thrust
chamber to make it opaque• While some refractory dusts, such
as carbon or tungsten, may allow the achievement of high opera-
ting temperatures, it is difficult to maintain a reasonable com-
promise between operating temperatures and average molecular
weight of the exhaust products with this technique.
3. Use of a molecular absorber. It is generally possible to find
molecules exhibiting strong absorption bands at the wavelength
of any particular laser. For a COZ laser (wavelength 10.6 _),
a well known example of such a substance is sulfur hexafluoride
(SF6). Very short absorption lengths can be obtained with low
concentrations of such molecular absorbers, at least at low
temperatures. Th_ principal problem with the use of these
substances in laser propulsion systems is thermal dissociation
of the molecule at the required operating temperature in the
thrust chamber• While this effect may limit the temperatures
which can be attained, it also offers the _ttractive possibility
of finding a molecular absurber which provides the required
opacity in the thrust chamber but which dissociates by the time
that it passes through the throat. During the _ubscquent expan-
sion and cooling the dissociation products may recombine with
other constituents of the working fluid. In this way it may be
possible to provide an exhaust which is transparent to the in-
coming laser radiation. This possibility certainly warrants
further investigation, especially for use in single port engines
(see below).
4. Use of inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. H sufficient free
electrons can be provided in the thrust chamber, inverse
-31 -
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bremsstrahlung can produce absorption lengths of the order of
several centimeters. In principle, the necessary concentration
of electrons can be achieved by seeding the working fluid with
seedant of low ionization potential such as an alkali metal.
While the stability of the absorption region in such systems
requires investigation, it may thus be possible to provide bulk
heating of the seeded working fluid at the operating tempera-
ture in the thrust chamber. There is, however, another use of
inverse bremsstrahlung absorption, which is to provide localized
heating in a breakdown region. The temperatures reached in
laser induced breakdown are typically very high (greater than
10, O00°K) so that it would in general be necessary to provide
turbulent mixing with new propeUant downstream from the
absorption region, in order to cool the gases to the desired
operating temperature. An advantage of this technique is that
it may be unnecessary to seed the propellant, as breakdown will
occur in the focal region of a powerful laser in any medium if
the flux density is sufficiently high.
The project repot,ted here was a first investigation of the use of
inverse bremsstrahlung steady state absorption for a laser-powered
thruster.
Apart from the choice of absorption mechanism, a second major
problem facing the designer of a laser powered rocket engine is that of ad-
mitting the laser radiation to the thrust chamber. Two solutions to this
problem are conceptually possible. In the first the laser radiation enters
the thrust chamber up the exhaust; such engines will be caUed single port
engines. In the second type of engine (two port engine) a separ._te window
is provided for admission of *.he laser radiation.
Figure IIl-I is an outline of one possible single port engine configura-
tion. The exhaust bell is a surface of revolution formed by rotating a para-
bola about a line which is parallel to but not coincident with the axis. As
an optlcal reflector, this surface would produce a ring focus inside the throat,
as shown. Use of a reflecting surface inside the throat can provide any
desired flux density distribution in the thrust chamber itself. With this de-
sign it is possible to meet the optical requirements of the laser radiation
collector as well as the gas dynamic requirements (expansion ratio, etc. )
of the engine exhaust bell, in the same structure.
Engines of this type are clearly adapted to missions in which it is
possible for the thrust axis to remain almost collinear with the laser be_ru
(for example the rectilinear launch to escape discussed in Section L/-Z).
It may be possible to use any of the absorption mechanisms listed above
with single port engines, although the feasibility of aerosol absorption
might depend upon finding a dust which evaporated at the desired operating
temperature so as to render the exhaust transparent. As noted above mole-
cular absorption may be particularly well suited to single port engines.
Inverse bremsstrahlung absorption may be used if the kinetics of recombination,
-3Z-
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as the gas temperature drops in the exhaust, are sufficiently rapid to reduc_
substanti_lly the electron population in the throat, or shortly thereafter.
Of the vario,as absorption mechaaisms, inverse brernsstrahlun 8 absorption
probably offers the highest operating temperature capability and hence highest
specific impulse in single port engines.
Two-port engi:_es o_._-.r greater flexibi/it 7 in the missions for which
they can be used be;ause the L_ser radiation coUector is separate from the
engine bell and hence can be designed so that large angles between the
thrust axis and the laser beam may be accommodated. In such engines it
is necessary to provide a separate window to the thrust chamber which is
transparent to the incoming laser radiation and which can withstand the
temperatures and pressures within the thrust chamber to which it is exposed•
Recent progress at AERL, Inc. (8) has indicated that aerodynamic windows
can be designed to withstand thrust chamber pressures of up to at least 20
atmospheres, and it is probable that mmh windows would be used in an opera-
tional engine. The experiments reported here were however based on the
use of a solid window, constructed from a small polished diamond chip.
Type IIA diamond is an excellent material for the construction of
windows to transmit high power I0. 6 p laser radiation. The advantages of
diamond include the following factors:(9) (I) for natural or artificial stones
having a low nitrogen content, the absorption length at the wavelength of
interest may be of the order of meters; (Z) the thermal conductivity is very
high (exceeding that of copper by a factor of 4 at room temperature and a
factor of 20 at liquid nitrogen temperature), so that edge cooling of the window
is feasible; (3) the material is, of course, very strong, so that large pressure:
diHerentials may be supported by _.h_nwindows; and (4) the flux density which
may be transmitted appears to be in exces_ of 10 7 watts per square centi-
meter, and rna_ in fact be limited not by the diamond itself, but by break-
down at the surface due to contaminants or in the gas near the window• This
last factor means that small and relatively cheap windows may be used to
transmit quite large powers, by operation near a focus. The high refractS.re
index of diamond causes a relatively large surface reflectivity (17% at I0.6 jl
for normal incidence), but this can be corrected, H necessary, by operating:
the window at the Brewster angle with respect to the laser beam (which or
course requires that the beam be plane polarized) or _,_ygrinding the window
to form a half-wave etalon (so that it becomes in effect its own anti-refle_ t"",n
coating).
At the time this project was initiated the simplicity of a solid wtndo_v
appeared to justify use cf a diamond chip for this purpose. While it was of
course recognized that, because of their cost, diamond windows wollld ;tot pro-
vide an acceptable solution for engines of a larger size, in the range of
operational interest, they would allow early experiments to be undertaken
at small scale and at low power levels. As noted above progress since that
time in both aerodynamic windows and single port engines has been such
that one of these techniques would probably now be given priority over the
use of a diamond window.
-_4-
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2. TEST CELL LAYOUT AND OPTICAL DESIGN
As a first application of the diarnond window to !aser propulsion a
design study was undertaken for an engine to operate at a power level of
10-15 kW using the AERL HPL-10 CW CO Z welding laser. For numerical
estimates, a specific impulse design goal in excess of 800 _conds was
adopted. The engine was to be operated at a temperature and seed concen-
tration such that the absorption length due to inverse Bremsstrahlung in the
thrust chamber was of the order of the chamber dimensions, so as to pro-
vide bulk heating of the working fluid. However, a self starting capability
could be provided by bringing the beam to a focus inside the chamber; note
that this could also be achieved by using an electrical spark. To start up
the engine, seeded propellant flows through the chamber so that when the
laser is switched on breakdown occurs at the focus. As the gas heats the
absorption region expands to fill the chamber. If the absorption length in
the chamber is sufficiently small the radiation reaching the focus will be
so attenuated as to suppress breakdown there, once the engine is in its
steady state operating condition.
At a power level of 15 kW, the clear aperture required in the d*arnond
window is less than 1 millimeter. Such windows are readily obtainable and
relatively cheap (up to several hundred dollars at the beginning of this pro-
iect, depending on the optical finish desired; now of order $1500). However,
_c windovv must be isolated from the high operating temperature in the thrust ,,
chainbcr,
The first conceptual mechanization which was proposed is shown in
Fig. H!-Z. To minimize convective heat transfer to the window it is mounted
i_ -' heat sink at the end of the window isolation tube. Unseeded propellant is
b_own over the inside of the window, to keep the surface clean and aid in cooling
it, _4 t},en passes up the isolation tube to the thrust charnber. This gas
flow _,.'rvcs the secondary purpose of minimizing the diffusion of seeded
prepeilant into the isolation tube, which could cause breakdown there.
Conductive heat transfer to the window can be prevented, if necessary, by
cooling the isolation tube. To minimize radiative heating of the window
and window a_sembly it is important that laser radiation entering the thrust
•"h;_n_,,_r be trapped there, and not allowed to escape back down the isolation
Ulbe after one or two reflections. For this purpose advantage ma_ be taken
of t2,,, annular beam intensity distribution which is characteristic of lasers
using unstable resonators.
'n this design the laser beam is converging as it enters the window,
coming to a first focus just inside. The beam, now diverging, passes up
the isolation tube and into the chamber where it is reflected from a plane ._"
mirror forndng the aft end. Because the beam is annular little radiation
,.r_c-r_ _,',_, nezzle. The forward end of the chamber is an annuh.r mirror
(i(i_:ally _;llipticaL but a spherical mirror would be adequate in this small
engi.,=c_ and the geometry is so chosen that the hole in the beam is larger
than th< exit of _h.- isolation _ube. The curved mirror brings the radiation
to _t s_cond tr:.,)cus,on the chamber axis about Z/3 the chamber length away 4
I
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from the forward end. The opticalpath length inside the chamber is thus
about Z.7 times the chamber length before coming to a focus.
Seeded propellant is injected around the exitof the isolationtube
so as to insure good mixing. In steady stateoperation, the absorption
' length in the chamber is expected to be about 0.6 times the chamber length
so that the beam will be attenuated by a factor of 5 before reaching the aft
end of the chamber and by a factor of 100 before rcaching the chamber focus.
One of the disadvantages of this design is that it contains mirrors
which are directly exposed to the hot gases inside the thrust chamber.
However, the mirrors are required primarily only during startup, since
80% of the beam power is absorbed in the first pass through the chamber,
during steady state operation. While it was not expc.ctcd that the propellants
to be employed will seriously contaminate the mirrors, it is possible that
_h(,mirrors would require ch:aning between runs.
Because of the use of hydrogen as a propellant, and of alkaline metals
as seedants, it was necessary in practice to mount the test chamber in a
scaled tank, as described in Section IV. Opening this tank and purging it
of seedant was a time-consurrdng process, necessitating the removal of the
apparatus from the HPL-10 CO 2 welding laser facility. In order to allow
inspection of the test chamber mirrors, and replacement if necessary,
without disassembly a simplified design was proposed which is shown in
Fig. III-3. It differs from the previous design only in that the laser bcan_
is brought to a focus for start-up after a single reflection within the chamber.
As discussed in the next section the shorter optical path length within the
chamber was expected to rcduce the probability of stable operation in a
bulk absorption mode. However, the operational problems with the g-nd rr(,r
design were considered to be of more significance.
For completeness an alternative design is shown in Fig. lII-4, in
which the mirrors needed to bring the beam to a focus are outside the thrust
chamber and are exposed only to cool, unseeded propellant. This design
was more complicated to build and would bare introduced difficulties in the.
inspection and cleaning of mirrors. Itwas, therefore, rejected for the prc-
scnt program in favor of t],_ sin_h, h_ternal mirror design.
3. STABILITY OF THE ABSORPTION REGION
a. Engine with Two Internal Mirrors (Fig. III-2)
Consider the optical diagram of Fig. III-5, in which extraneous com-
ponents of the engine have been deleted and the transverse dimension has
been exaggerated for clarity. A basic requirement for stability of the ab-
sorption region near the chamber focus is that, as it expands up the laser
beam, it should encounter a decreasing flux density. While this condition
may not be sufficien_ to ensure stab:lity, its violation will result in thc
breakdown region running along the beam, perhaps until it reaches the
window focus, resulting in destruction of the diamond window.
_ _;_
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The central region of the laser beam, where the flux density is low,
is shown dotted in the figure for the first pass of the beam through the thrust
chamber. As long as the absorption region is small, as shown, virtually all
the flux reaching it is from the third-pass beam, reflected from the curved
mirror. The situation is thus quite similar to a breakdown at a simple
focus of a one-pass beam, and the above stability condition is clearly met.
In order to approximate conditions as the absorption region expands,
we ,nay calculate first the mean flux density distribution within the chamber
in the absence of breakdown. At a station x within the chamber (measured
aft from the curved mirror, in units in which the chamber length is one),
the cross-sectional area of the first-pass beam is, from the geometry of
Fig. III-5,
+ x)zZ(_Z
-- (nl-])
A _rYc({:Z + 2)Z
where Yc is the radius of the thrust chamber and f Z is the length of the
windo'_v isolation tubc (as a fraction of the chamber length).
The cross-sectional area of the second-pass beam at th;.spoint is:
+ Z -x)zZ (_Z
AZ = : Yc Z (III-2)
(_ Z + Z)
and the area of the third-pass beam, converging to a focus at x - xF, is:
2 Z
A 3 = 7rYc 1 - I - (111-3)
Neglecting losses at reflection, and ignoring the direction of propagation,
the total average flux density at x, from all three beams, is
I = Po(_l + A_+ A_T) = F Ic {III-4)
where ]7 is the laser power leaving the window focus,
O
P
O
l - {111-5)c Z
?:Yc
is the average fhhx on the curved mirror, and
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r, _ (t z + z)Z ( I ) 1
(tz + x)z (t_+ Z-x) Z (1--_XxF_Z(IH-6)
is the flux concentration factor.
If the intensity distribution were uniform across the beam, the flux
density given by Eq. (III-4) would be the value on axis. More realistically,
it is the average flux density, in the absence of breakdown, in that region
of the thrust chamber which is traversed by ah three beams.
The flux concentration factor F is plotted as a function of x in Fig.
III-6, for x F = 2/3 and for several values of the: window isolation tube
length. As one would expect, in the region near the chamber focus the
flux density is dominated by the converging third-pass beam, and conditions
there are similar to a simple one-pass focus. At first sight, it appears
from the figure that an instability is present if the window isolation tube is
too short (less than about 1.5 times the chamber length) and if the absorption
zone expands too far towards x = 0. In order to evaluate this possibility,
it is however necessary to consider extinction of the second and third-pass
beams by the absorption zone, and also the nature of the absorption process.
Breakdown is initiated at high flux densities near the focus and the
breakdown front propagates initially back up the third-pass beam by means
of a detonation wave. However, the flux density required to maintain a
detonation wave is of order 107 watts/cm2(10) Evenif the• laser power level
within the chamber were as high as 1 5 kW, this implies that the detonation
wave will not propagate past the point where the diameter of the third-pass
beam is of order 0.5 mm. Beyond this point, the absorption front proceeds
by means of a deflagration wave, which, in favorable circumstances (Iow
gas flow and readily ionizable medium, conditions which exist in the test cell)
may be sustained down to flux densities of order 104 watts/cruZ(10) which,
for the HPL-10 welding laser, implies beam diameters of order 1 cm, com-
parable to the dimensions of the test cell.
If the absorption region is expanding so as to fill the converging third-
pass beam and is essentially opaque, it blocks an increasingly large central
portion of the second and third-pass beams: its effect is thus to enlarge
the _entral, low-flux region in the third-pass beam without reducing the
flux density in the periphery. However, it is clear from Fig. III-5 that the
second and third-pass beams are completely extinguished when the front
reaches the point where the first- and third-pass beams have the same
diameter. From Eqs. (III-1) and (III-3), this occurs when
+x
x Z F
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Fig. III-6 Chamber Flux Concentration, Two-Mirror Engine
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or
x = 2 ¢ ×F 2 (Ill-?)
For typicalvalues of_ 2' thiswill liein the range of 0.3 < × < 0.4.
The points are shown as "Beam Extinction Points" in Fig. Ill-6,and it is
seen that, in allcases, they liecloser to the focus than the mirdmurn in
the flux concentration curves in the absence of _reakdown.
If the defiagration front reaches the beam extinction point, it is now
definitely in a region where the flux density, being due now only to the
diverging first-pass beam, increases with decreasing x. The instability
is therefore expected to exist, regardless of the length of the window isola-
tion tube (although this aHects the flux density gradient and hence the
strength of the instability).
If the breakdown region is not localized in the high-flux region near
the chamber focus, prevention of propagation of the absorption front up to
the window focus thus relies on the seedant concentration gradient encountered
as the front approaches the exit of the window isolation tube, around which
the seedant is injected. The flux densities in the distal portion of the window
isolation tube are expected to be too low to support a deflagration wave in
clear unseeded gas (hydrogen or heliurn) and it is this condition on which
preservation of the diamond window ultimately depends. The problem of
instability in engines of this type would clearly have to be considered again
I ifoperation at higher power levels were considered, where the detonation
wave region around the chamber focus was larger.
b. Engine with One InternalMirror (Fig. fiX-3)
Figure HI-7 is a schematic of this simpIHied engine, with the
transverse dimension again exaggerated for clarity. Once again, the
stabilityis likethat of a simple one-pass laser focus ifthe absorption
re_on is within the low-flux central region of the first-pass beam.
The area of the first-pass beam at stationx is now given by
2 (_2 + x)2
AI = _Yc (_Z + I)2 (III-8)
and that of the second-pass, focussing beam is
2 (x - XF)2
AZ = _ Yc (IIl'_)_
(t - x£) z
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The flux concentration factor is thus
(_Z+ l)2"w (Ix-XF)_F
F = + (Ill-lO)
and is plotted in Fig. HI-8, for several values of the window isolation tube
to chamber length ratio. TI. ; flux density is more strongly concentrated
near the focus and lower elsewhere in the chamber than in the two-mirror
engine, because of the shorter focal length of the mirror. This should give
more reliable initiation of breakdown. The initial detonation wave wiU
propagate up the second pass beam, towards the nozzle, and the other side
of the absorption zone, if it is nearly opaque, will be exposed only to the first
pass beam. It is dubious whether the flux density at this point, in the experi-
ments to be described here, will ever be sufficient to support a deflagration
wave; but if it is, the absorption zone can be expected to propagate back up
the diverging first-pass beam. Protection of the diamond window wiU then
depend on extinction of the deNagration wave by the seedant concentration
gradient near the exit of the window isolation tube, as in the two-mirror
engine.
There appears to be a somewhat higher probability of a localized,
high-temperature absorption zone (rather than bulk absorption) in the single-
mirror test chamber. However, it is not clear that this is an undesirable
operating condition. As noted above, the possibility that the mirrors might
require cleaning between runs was a major factor in the decision to build
I for test purposes a single-mirror design, in which cleaning was operation-
ally far simpler.
c. External-Mirror Engine (Fig. Ili-3)
Since this mirror is a single-pass system, it is expected that laser-
induced breakdown will result in a hot spark at the focus, as in other simple
laser breakdown experiments. The stability problems discussed above do
not arise but bulk absorption is quite improbable.
4. CHOICE O_" PROPELLANT, SEEDANT AND OPERATING CONDITIOI_S
In order to minimize the operating temperature required for a given
specific impulL'e, the obvious choice of working fluid in these engines is
hydrogen or helium. Because of its lower cost and simpler cryogenic
tankage, hydrogen is clearly preferable for an operational engine, but, as
discussed below, it is possible that helium would be advantageous in the
first test engine.
The thermal losses are discussed in Sections Ill.5. c and III.6 where
it is shown that, at low power levels, it is essential that the physical size
of the engine bc minimized, so that reasonable operating efficiency may b,,
achi_.vod, l.or the present engine, taking into account _onstruction,tl
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difficulties, this means that a seedant must be chosen which gives an
absorption length of the order of centimeters.
Cesium is commonly used as a seedant when free electrons are de-
sired in a gas mixture, because its ionization potential (3.9 ev) is the lowest
of any element• However, the situation is somewhat complicated in the pre-
sent case because the operating temperature needed in a rocket engine to
give a specified exhaust velocity depends on the average molecular weight
of the propellants and hence on the atomic weight as well as the concentra-
tion of sccdant• Cesium has a relatively high atomic weight (133) and it is
possible that other seedants, with higher ionization potentials but lov:e r
atomic weights, might a11ow the desired performance to be achieved at a
lower chamber temperature. The following discussion of the physics in-
volved in the steady state absorption of laser radiation by inverse orcms-
strahlung and flowing gases is adapted from that given in Ref. l I.
5. CESIUM-SEEDED HYDROGEN ENGINE: PARTIAL PRESSURE
AND IONIZATION OF CESIUM
The absorption mechanism to be employed is inverse Bremsstrahlun_.
Taking intoaccount only absorption by electrons in the fieldof ions the
absorption length y is given by(12)
-1 Z 132 T-5 "Tb//Ty = 8.799 x 1011 Ps (1-e ) (Iil-ll}
where _ is the fractionof cesium atoms which are ionized, Ps is the partial
pressure of cesium (in atmospheres) i" the absence of ionization, and
T b = hv/k = 1359°K (III-12)
where v is the laser frequency, h is Planck's constant, and k is Boltzmaun's
constant. The terrain T btakes account of losses by stimulated emission.
In equilibrium, the ionization is controlled by the Saha equatioz_ (13)
132 = 3.287 x 10 -7 T 5/Z -Ti/Te ([l!-I ;I
1 -_ Ps
where T i : 45 178°K is the ionizationtemperature of cesium, correspondinc
to an ionizationpotentialof 3.89 eV.
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!If Ps from this equation is substituted in Eq. (III-1 1), one obtains
/ 0- = . e I - e (IIl-14)
which, for a given y, allows the required ionization to be calculated as a
function of temperature. The corresponding p. may then be obtained!tom
(Eq. (III-13). The results are plotted in Fig. I_I-9, for y = Z cm, 4 c.,,
and 8 cm. Since electron-neutral inverse Bremsstrahlung has been neg-.
lected, these curves may slightly over-estirrmte the required cesium
concentration at the lower end of the temperature range.
a. Dissociation of Hydrogen
A complication arises if the propellant is hydrogen, because the
range of chamber temperatures of in+erest is that in which hydrogen is
partially dissociated. Assuming a matched expansion in the nozzle, the
thrust produced by the engine is
F : ZP/c : CFPcAt (III-15)
where P is the power in the exhaust, e is the exhaust velocity, Pc is the
chamber pressure, A t is the nozzle throat area, and CF is the thrust
coefficient. The diameter of the nozzle throat is then
l/,8P (IH-16)d t = lrCFPc c
and the time taken fo_ a particular small sample of gas to pass through the
nozzle may be roughly estimated as
/ _ 3 (III- 1 7) •,
T _ d c zrC c
m
As an example, assume
P _, lOkW
c =_ 8 kM/sec \
Pc _ 30 arm
C F _ 1.7
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which give s
F c_ 2.5 105 dynes c_ 0.5 lb
dt _- 0.8mrn
7 = 0.1 p_ (III-18)
The nozzle is thus ee small and the time scale for the expansion of
gas in the exhaust so short that ]/ttle recombination of the dissociated hydro-
gen can be expected. The enthalpy added to the gas in the form of dissocia-
tion energy is thus largely wasted.
In equilibrium, the fraction _* of hydrogen atoms which are disso-
ciated is given by(13)
_,2 4.477 T3/Z -Td/Z -Zv/T= -- e 1 -e (liT- 19)
I-_* Pl
where p! is the partial pressure of hydrogen, in atmospheres, before dis-
sociatlonand
T = 6325°K
V
T d = 52,000°K (III-ZO)
representing the vibrational and dissociation energies of the hydrogen mole-
c_]p, respectively. After dissociation, the hydrogen partial pressure
(atoms + molecules) is
Pz = (na + nm) kT = (Z[3* + 1 - _*) n 1 kT
= (1 + _*) Pl (III-21)
where nlis the number density of molecules before dissociation and na,
n m are £he number densities of atoms and molecules after dissociation.
Similarly, the partial pressure of cesium (partially ionized) is (I +_) Ps'
so the chamber pressure is
Pc = (I + _) Ps + (I + _*) Pl (III-22)
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which allows Eq. (III-19) to be written
(1)-I T3/Z(I_e'TJT) e"Td/T
-I = 4.477 Pc " (i + _) Ps (III-23)
For typical chamber pressures (>Z0 atm), the cesium partial pres-
sures shown in Fig. III-9 have a negligible effect on the dissociation of
hydrogen, which is shown as a function of temperature in Fig. III-10 for
Pc - 20 atm and 30 atm.
b. Exhaust Velocity and Dissociation Losses
The total enthalpy in the thrust chamber is
Hc = _ (E i + NiEi) + PcVc (III-24)i
where E i is the total internal energy of species i, Ni is the total number
in the chamber of this species, c i is the dissociation or ionization energy,
and V is the chamber volume.
C
The totalmass of gas in the chamber is
m -- pV c
V
= _T _iMiPi (III-ZS)
where p is the gas density, R is the gas constant, .Mi and Pi are the atomic
(or molecular) weight and partialpressure of specxe_ i. The enthalpy/
unit mass is then
•-,Mipi Pc+ .(zi+Nici (m-z61 ac 1
The species present are
i) Hydrogen molecules
ii) Hydrogen atoms
iii) Cesium atoms
iv) Cesium ions
v) Electrons
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Taking these in order, we have
[{ I I°11
Tv eTv/T-I 1111-27a)i) E l = NlkT +--_
El = O (III-27b)
where T v is given by Eq. (III-2O).
3
ii) E 2 = _ N2kT (ILI-Z8a)
= 2.239 eV
e 2
= kT_ (IIl-28b)
where
T_I = 26,000°K (I!I-28c)
a
The value of T_ is hall that o_ T d (Eq. (IH-20)), becauBe the dis-
sociation energy is divided between the two atoms produced.
3
iii) E 3 = _N3kT (III-29a)
= O (III- Z9b)e 3
3
iv) E 4 = _ N4kT (III-3Oa)
= kT. (III- 30b)E4 t
Here T i = 45, 178°K, as in Eq. (III-13), because the cesium io, za-
tion energy is accounted for by assuming it is all carried by the ions.
3
v) E 5 = _N5kT (III-31a)
= 0 (III-3Ib)
e 5
In these expressions
NlkT : (l-_*)PlVc
NzkT = 2_*PlV c
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N3kT = (l-_)ps¢c
N4kT = _PsVc
NskT = _Ps Vc (III-3X)
+ + _ + [3 PB (III-_-¢)
The partial pressures of the various species are obtained from
Eq. (III-3Z), to give
r ]
EMiFi= LzCl-_::l+z_::jPl+M 11-_+_IPsi s
= Zpl + MsP s (i[I-$4)
• where M s = 13Z. 9 is the atomic weight of the seedant and terms involving
the aton_ic weight of the electron have been neglected.
Inserting these results in Eq. (Ill-Z6), the chamber enthalpy/unit
n]ass is
= Pc 4- (1-_*) + T  z_:::_4 Pl
c Bpl + MsP s
It is now assumed that the vibrational and dissociation energy o£ tlw
hydrogen freezes at the chamber temperature during the expansion in tht.
nozzle. This is a worst-case condition, valid for sufficiently small nozzh, s.
For simplicity, a matched expansion into a good vacuum is assumed, so that
the exit temperature T e _ 0. Since cesiun_ recombination is a rapid proc_,ss,
it is assumed that _ _ 0 at tt, _- nozzle exit.
Under these conditions, the enthalpy/unit mass at the exit consists
only of the frozen energy, which may be obtained from Eq. (III-35) by pickin_
out the terms in T v and T'd:
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e = 2p 1 + MsPs e -1 + 2_*T_ Pl (III-36)
The ideal exhaust velocity (i. e., neglecting other losses) is then
2
c = 2 (hc - he)
= 2Pl2RT+MsPs Pc + (5 + _*) Pl + + _ + _ p (III-37)
In this equation, Pl may be eliminated by means of Eq. (III-2Z), to yield
2 2RT (c = 2Pc + (M s (1+_) - 2 (l+_)ps {(7 + 3_*)p c
+ + 1 f_* + -_- I _ - (1 - _*) Ps (II/-38) .
which allows the exhaust velocityto be plottedas a Junction of chamber
temperature, using the values of _, _* and Ps obtained from Eq. (III-14),
Eq. (111-23)and Eq. (111=13). The results are shown in Fig. III-11,for
several values of chamber pressure and design absorption length. Curve
IV shows the exhaust velocityachieved with hydrogen alone, neglecting
the seedant altogether (i.e., itis the performance which might be obtained
ffpure hydrogen was heated by some other means). The rapid drop-off
in exhaust velocityas the chamber temperature is lowered, when cesium
is present, is due to the rapid increase in the concentration of seedant which
is required, as shown in Fig. lII-9.
Figure lll-I2shows the mass fraction of seedant in the engine, which
is readily obtained as
rhs/(rh s + rh 1) = M s ps/(2Pl + M s ps ) (II1-39)
where rhs and X_nlare the mass flow rates of cesium and hydrogen, respec-
tively. Without large increases in chamber pressure, the lowest tempera-
ture which can be used with a 2 cm absorption length is 3250°K, when the
exhaust is in fact allcesium.
A differentpresentation of these data is useful in scaling the physical
size of the engine. Equation (111-38)may be written
" = + " -- Pc (II!-40)
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where
" T* = c2/R (III-41)
T*
• K1 ffi (Ms(1 + 8*)-Z)T + Z(1 -8.) (IH-4Z)
[K 2 = 2 (T* + Ti)/T - 1 + + 1 8" (III-43)
Substituting for Ps from Eq. (III-13),
= d.f K 3 (III-44)
or
(Kz K3) _Z
- - (K 1 + K2)_ + K 1 ffi 0 (Ili-45)
This equation allows calculation of the degree of ionization of the
seedant which is required to achieve a given exhaust velocity, as a function
of the chamber temperature. Equations (III-13) and (III-14) then give the
corresponding values of seedant partial pressure and the absorption length.
Figure Ili-13 shows the absorption length required to achieve a
specific impulse of 800 seconds as a function of temperature, for a chamber
pressure of 30 atm. Since the thrust chamber dimensions must be at least
of the order of the absorption length, it is clear that small engines of this
performance must operate at high temperatures.
The corresponding partial pressure of seedant is shown in Fig. III-14
as a function of operating temperature. It is noteworthy that it varies only
from 0.4 atm to 0.1 atm as the absorption length is increased from 1 cm
to infinity.
A measure of the dissociation losses may b_ obtained as the ratio
of h e (from Eq. (H1-36)) to the kinetic energy 1/2 c _ per unit mass in the
exhaust:
= T*(2Pl + MsPs) (1 - 8*) Tv/ -1 + 28* T_ (I11-46)
Q
d
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This expression is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. III-15,
for Isp : 800 see., Pc : 30 atrn. A value of unity means that, under the
assumption that the exhaust composition freezes at the chamber temperature,
half the exhaust energy is wasted, Comparison with Fig. 111-13 shows that
small engines can suffer serious ineHiclencies from this effect. In larger
engines, where the exhaust can be expected to freeze at a lower temperature,
this analysis greatly overestimates the losses. In large engines, as a matter
of fact, the capability of hydrogen to store enthalpy in the form of .ibration
and dissociation energy is a positive advantage, as it allows the desired specific
impulse to be achieved at a lower chamber temgerature.
One other possible problem with hydrogen as a working fluid should
be mentioned at this point. The operating temperatures are generally below
that for a minimum in the partial pressure o_ seedant [ cf. Fig. III-9]
This means that, if the temperature of a small parcel oi gas in the laser
beam increases slightly, its opacity will increase and the rate of deposition
of energy will also increase. If the time constant for mixing of the gases
in the thrust chamber is long compared to that for heating the gas, it is
thus possible for a hot spot to be generated where the seeded gas ente:-s the
laser beam. In su_:h a case, the engine would operate in a fashion similar
to an arc jet, the working fluid being passed through a small region of v_ ry
high temperature, which could be expected to increase radiative power
losses to the walls of the chamber. Whether or not tl_s phenomenon will
occur depends on the deta._.Is of the mixing process, and its significance
depends on the power level, chamber wall reflectivity, etc. These effects
have not yet been studied in detail.
c. Thermal Losses
tN'at losses to the chanxber walls caused by (forced) convectior. (lt'l)_'nd
on tht, transport of gas of high enthalpy from the central region of *he char._,b_.r,
and hence on the details of the n_ixing process. In conventional rockets, c_am_-
ing the, injector design can change tht. local wall flttx by an order of nut_mit,.tdc .' I_
As x;otcd above, radiative losses also depend on the rapidity of ntixin_. '; ruly
satisfact,_ry analytic;tl tt.chn;.ques do not _,xist for estinaating the nut_,nitu_!t. ,Jr
these _.fft,cts, ard t|,t' -)roblel_ is certainly quite intractabl_' until thL, dc._i_l_ c_t
effects, and the problem is certainly quite intractable antil the design of
the seeded-propellant in lectorhas been determined. Iiowever, _z_ the test
engine, it is clear that co;avective losses can be minimized by attempting 'o
maintain laminar flow in the chamber, to the extent which is compat,.ble
witia the absorption cor.ctitions in the laser beam. In the design discussed
in Section ILl. 2, unlike a chemical rocket, turbulent mixing _n the chamber
is required only to overcome the dilution due to the stream o_ unseeded
propellant emerging from the window isolation tube, and to distribute the
enthalpy depositcd by the laser beam, if the absorption region is localized.
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For present purposes, a lower bound to the total heat transfer
, through the walls may be obtained by assuming laminar flow. In this case,
the heat transfer mechanisms are conduction and diffusionthrough the
boundary layer at the chamber wall, with recombination of dissociated
hydrogen in the cooler regions there. In order to avoid undue optimism,
worst-case conditions will be assumed in the analysis: for example, the
boundary layer will be"considered to be in localthermodynamic equilibrium
every_vher e. (15 )
The local heat transfer across streamlines, due to conduction and
diffusion, is given by(16)
j = _ A 8h + (I,e - 1) _'_.h 1 -_- (III-47)
P
where k i is the local mass fraction and hi the local enthalpy/unit mass of
the i th species present, h is the total local enthalpy, X is the thermal con-
ductivity, the mean constant-pressure specific heat is given in terms of
the individual specific heats Cpi by
C--p= ZkiCpi (111-48)
'_ and Le is the Lewis number
Le = DDI2 c/X (III-49)
i. where p is the density and DI2 the binary diffusioncoefficient.
i A very convenient approximation, and one thathas been shown usually
l to introduce little error, (17)is to assume that the Lewis number is unity.
! Some justificationfor this assumption may be obtained by calculatingLe
i for a binary mixture of hydrogen atoms and molecules, for which
f
I
p = (2_* + Z (I - 13"))nm = 2 nm (III-50)
i
I
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where n is the number density of hydrogen molecules before dissociation,
m is the mass of a hydrogen atom, and _:; is the fractional dissociation.
The conductivity is given by the Eucken formula( TM)
1
x = _(9y-5)#c {m-51)• V
where /_ is the viscosity and c the constant-volume specific heat. The
viscosity is (18) v
u = m' <v>/(81/Z rd Z) (llI-5Z)
where m' is the mass of a molecule (or atom), the average thermal velo-
city is
<v> = (8kT/Trm') 1/Z (III-53)
and d is the effective molecular (or atomic) diameter.
According to the Wassiljewa approximation to the conductivity of _as
mixtures, (19) the conductivity may be taken as that of the hydrogen mole-
cules alone, in regions where the dissociation is small.
The diffusion coefficient is (18)
Dip ` = 3<g> / (3Zn_ Z) (III-54)
where _ is an effective collision diameter and
<g> = (8kT/TrmlZ) 1/Z (III-55)
with
: (I/m + I/Z m) -I
mlZ
Z
= -_m (III-56)
as the reduced mass for collisions between the two species.
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Finally, for a mixture of hydrogen atoms and molecules,
Cp = (1- [_)Cpl + _ _Cp2 (III-57)
where the suffixes 1, 2 refer to hydrogen molecules, atoms, respectively.
Inserting all these results in Eq. (III-49) gives
Le =_
The assumption of Le _ 1 is borne out by more detailed calculations
by Kosner. (Z0)
In any case, with this approximation, Eq. (III-47) takes the simpleform
X ah
J = (IH-59)
- Dr
C
P
Because of cylindrical symmetry in the chamber, J is actually a
radial vector. The equation of continuity for the energy flow is then
V • j : ! _ (rJ): q (111-60)
-- r 8r
where q is the net rate of absorption of heat (from the laser beam) per unit
volume. The total power lost through the wall is, by Gauss's theorem,
P : P -P
w 0 e
w c
= /,, q dV (111-61)
v V
C
where Po is the totalpower received from the laser, Pe is thatcarried
away through the nozzle and A w is the chamber wall area. The average
value of q is thus the total thermal losses through the wall divided by the
chamber volume. In order to solve the differential equation, it is assumed
that this is the value of q everywhere in the chamber -- i.e., that itdoes
not vary with position. This is again a worst-case assumption, for the heat
-66-
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transfer will be less if the heating is confined to the laser beam, in the
central part of the chamber.
d
For this approximate calculation, it is sufficient to give )_ and c
in Eq. (III-59) average values, to be computed later. Then Eq. (III-60) p
reads
m
r 8r r_-_ + )t =
which has the solution
The value of the constant B is determined b7 requiring that the
enthalpy at the wall, hw, have a specified value, corresponding to the
design wall temperature. More specifically, the wall flux is
Jw )_ 8h = 1= - -- (_'Zr-)r= a _ qa = H w (Tw - T s) (III-64)
C
P
where H w is the wall conductance and T s the coolant tempcraturc. Thc
assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium requires thath bc spccii'iccJ
as soon as T w is given. Thus w
2 4)_B = a +- h (iII-65)
-- W
qCp
On the center line, Eq. (HI-63) gives
h = qcp a2+ h
c 4_ w
or
q = -----"'_hc w
C a
P
so that thc wall heat flux is given by Eq. (III-6,t) as
• 3w = =Z)_ [hc "h ]w (Iii-67)
c a
P
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In order to define an average temperature, at which to calculate
)t and Cp, itwill be adequate to neglect the contributionsof ionization,
dissociationand vibration energy to the totalenthalpy/unitmass. In this
approximation
h = _kiCpiT = c%T (III-68)
and Eq. (II/-63)becomes
= - r + T w (III-69)
so that the average temperature is
7 = 1 _ Tdr
a
.]o
2 q a2 1 + T w) (III-70)= _4)_ + Tw = _(ZTc
where T c is the center-line temperature, which will be taken as the chamber
temperature, derived in the previous Section.
Strictlyspeaking, this analysis is applicable only to a very long, thin
chamber, as end effectshave been neglected. However, a rough approxi-
mation to the contributionto the thermal losses due to the ends of the
chamber may be included by taking A w as the totalsurface area of the
cylindricalchamber:
Aw = Z_a {L + a) (m-71)
Because of the opticaldesign discussed in Section III.2, the absorp-
tion length y in the chamber is related to itslength by
3
L ,_ _y (III-7Z)
so that,with Eq. (III-67),the totalwall losses may be written
Pw = JwAw c_ __ (I + a/L)[h c - hw] (lii-73)C
P
l
The five species present in the chamber are listedabove in Eq.
(I11-27). For each species,
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.R
nimi¥ i R ni¥ x
• k.c . = = (III-74)
I px Mi(¥i. l)_nim i (¥ i= l)_niMi
where ni is the number density, m i the molecular {or atomic) mass, Mi
the atomic weight and ¥i the ratio of the specific heats. Since all species
present are monatomic except the first (rnolecular hydrogen, which is dia=
atomic), we take
= 1.4¥1
_/i = 1.67 (i_ I) (III=75)
Thus
- ]]q[,Cp = (I - _::")Pl + _ Z_*l_l + (I + _)Ps Pl + Ms
[1 (7+ 3f3*)p + 5 siR/[ ]= _ I _(I + B)p Zpl + M s (I + _)Ps (III-76)
from Eq. (III-22). In using this expression, the value of Ps is to be deter=
mined by the methods of the last Section, but _ and _-':' are to be evaluated
at T, as given by Eq. (HI-V0).
For simplicity, it is again assumed that the conductivity is due to
the molecular hydrogen alone. Frorn. Eqs. (III-51) and (III-53).
= _I 3/2 k --d (IH-77)
The effective diameter d of a hydrogen molecule is (18)
d -_ 4.90 x I0 =8 T =0" I cm (III-78)
so that, in c.g.s, units (ergs/sec-cm-°K),
-_ 315 T O.7 (III=79)
The average temperature (Eq. (III-70)) should be used in this ex-
uressionwhen it is inserted in Eq. (III=73).
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Using Eq. (III-37), the thermal loss may be written
p = 31rXyc 2 (I + a/L)(I + 2hJc z - 2hJc z) (III-80)
W C
P
In the design shown in Fig. HI-5, a/L _, 0.13. If we now consider
variation in the length of the engine (and hence, by Eq. (III-72), the design
absorption length), while keeping the shape of the chamber constant,
Eq. (HI-B0) allows calculation of the variation in wall losses. Figure III-13
shows the absorption length required to give a specific impulse of 800 seconds
as a function of the chamber temperature. Equation (III-46), with T = Tc,
gives the dissociation and vibrational losses in the exhaust, and Eq, (III-35)
with T = T w gives hw. It is therefore convenient to calculate Pw as a
function of the chamber temperature and then use Fig. III-13 to plot the
wall losses as a function of absorption length. The results are shown
in Fig. IH-16, for Pc = 30 atm, Isp= 800 sec., and Tw = ll00°K. Also
shown for comparison is the wall loss for a helium engine, which is dis-
cussed in Section III.6.
d. Optimum Size of the Test Engine
We are now in a positionto compare the thermal and dissociation
losses. The overall efficiencyof the engine, taking into account only thcse
losses, is
1 rhcz 1 [ ] (III-81)= Z P = 1-_-- Pw+ ,_heO o
which may be solved to give the propellant mass flow rate
1 c 2
,h= (Po" / + he) (in-82)
Substitutingthis in the RHS of Eq. (III-81)gives
,l: (1-pw/po)/(l+ Zhe/Cz) (m-B3)
which is plottedas a function of the design absorption length in Fig. ILl-17,
for an inputpower level of 15 kW (Curve I). The optimum absorption length
is seen to be about 3 cm.
The parameters of this engine are shown in Table IH-I.
The low mass flow rate and thrust exhibited by this engine are, of
course, a consequence of the low input power level. Itis noteworthy that Z
the calculatedthermal fluxthrough the chamber wall is only 180 watts/crn ,
-70-
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TABLE III-1
• PARAMETERS OF THE HYDROGEN ENGINE
Input Power 15 kW
Specific Impulse 800 sec
Mass Flow Rate O. 2 gm/sec
Chamber Pressure 30 atrn
Chamber Temperature 3950°K
Wall Thermal Losses 3.4 kW
Dissociation Losses 5.4 kW
Powe r Efficiency 41%
Thrust 1.5 N= 0.35 Ibw
Absorption Length 3 cm
Chamber Length 4.5 cm
Z
Throat Area (CF= 1.7) 0 31 mm
Throat Diameter 0.63 mn_
L::"= Vc/A t 53 cm
Wall Thermal Flux 180 watts/cm 2
Maximum Wall Thickness (Copper) 17 cm
Seedant Partial Pressure O. 39 atm
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so that there should be no difficulty in cooling it. The wall thickness shown
in the table was derived on the basis of 80OOK drop across copper; the large
value obtained raises the possibility of providing a copper heat sink rather
than active cooling.
For comparison, the efficiency of an engine with an input power of
50 kW is also shown in Fig. III-17 (Curve II). The optimum efficiency is
considerably higher and occurs _t an absorption length of 13 cm, resulting
in a reduction in the operating temperature of 400°K.
It should be noted that a more complete treatment of the thermal
losses, taking into account the eHect on the conductivity of the chamber
gases of species other than molecular hydrogen and also convective losses,
would increase the estimate of wall losses at any operating temperature,
which would lower the efficiency a_ shift the optimum to shorter absorption
lengths. However, since the maximum in Curve I, Fig. Ill-17 is broad and
the dissociation losses are considerably larger than the wall losses, it is
expected that these effects will affect the observed efficiency but not invalidate
the calculation of the chamber dimensions.
As the input power is increased, the wall losses rapidly become
insignificant. The exhaust products will freeze at a temperature well below
chamber temperature if the nozzle throat is sufficiently large, greatly re-
ducing the dissoclation losses. For example, it is expected that the losses
considered here would h_ve a negligible effect on the overall efficiency at a
power level of one megawatt.
The other curves in Fig. 111=17 are discussed below.
6. USE OF HELIUM AS PROPELLANT
The analysis of operating conditions in the test engine is very much
simplified ifhelium instead of hydrogen is used as the working fluid, be-
cause of the lack of dissociation and internal energy of the He atom. How-
ever, because of the increased atomic weight, the chamber temperature
required for a given exhaust velocity will now be higher; it.#ill,in fact,
be above the minimum in the opacity map for cesium (Fig. III-9), for most
exhaust velocities of interest. While this means that, in a cesium-seedcd
helium engine, the bulk heating process must be stable, it also suggests
consideration of an alkali seedant of higher ionization temperature but
lower atomic weight.
The alternative seedants are:
i) Rubidium, atomic weight 85.48, ionization temperature
T i = 48,4600K;
ii) Potassium, a£ornic weight 39. I, T. = 50, _54°K; and
I
iii) Sodium, atomic weight 22.99, T. = 59,6ZS°K
I
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The best compromise between atomic weight and ionization tempera-
ture is probably potassium, although mixtures with sodium (NaK) could also
bc used. To obtain the ionization and partial pressure of these seedants as a
function of temperature, for a given absorption length, the only change re-
quired in the analysis of Section III.4 is the substitution of the new value of
• T i. The results for potassium are given in Fig. 111-18, which is to be com-
pared with Fig. III-9 for cesium.
The enthalpy/unit mass in the thrust chamber is given by Eq. (III-26),
where nov/ the species present are.
i_ Helium atoms
ii) Seedant atoms
iii) Seedant ions
iv) Electrons
Since all of these are monatomic, the total thermal energy of the
.th
x species is
3
E i = _ N i kT (III-84)
where N i is the number present. In addition, each seedant ion carries an
ionization energy
= kT. {iII-85)
E3 t
where T. : _:5,178°K (cesium) or 50,354°K (potassium).1
In Eq. (III-84),
NIkT : PlVc
NzkT : (1 - _)PsVc
N3kT = N4kT = _Ps vc (fll-_;6)
where, as before, Ps is the partial pressure of seedant, before ionizatio.,
and Pl is the partial pressure of helium. Adding up the partial pressures,
Pc = Pl + (I 4 _)Ps (Ill-ST)
a nd
MiPi = 4Pl + MsP s (II[-MM}
1
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!where the weight of electrons has again been neglected. i
Since there are no dissociation losses, the ideal exhaust velocity is
g ire n by
Z
c = 2h
C
: [4Pc + (M s - 4 - 4_)Ps ] Pc + _Ps (III-89)
_hcre Eq. (III-84) to Eq. (III-88) have been used in Eq. (III-26).
The exhaust velocity vs temperature curves are shown in Fig. III-19
for a helium engine with Pc = 30 arm and an absorption length of 2 cm, for
both potassium and cesium seedants. At higher specific impulses, the use
of potassium results in a chamber temperature which is 700°K to 1000°K
lower than if cesium is used. Comparison with the "He alone" curve (which
gives the exhaust velocity if helium is heated by some other means, in the
absence of seedant) shows that, for specific impulses above auout 700 sec,
potassium is practically an ideal seedant for a helium engine. The reason
ior the irnproverrlent over cesium is seen in Fig. III-20, which shows the
mass fraction of seedant required. The very muc:" lower values for potas-
sium at ]figher tempera'ures are due to its much lower atomic weight,
compared to cesium...
As in the case of the hydrogen engine (cf Eq. (II!-I') et seq), Eq.
IIll-8_l n_ay b¢.solved, using Eq. (II!-l_), to give the ionization of potassiun_
r('quir,.,dto give a specified specific impulse, as a function of temperatur,_,
al,d tIu. r Eq. (III-14) giw._s the corresponding absorption length. At Isp : l_i)l)
s,_c, howew, r, Fizz. ,TIT,-19 indicates that the operatin_ ter,umrature is 01_'.ost
indep_.ndc,_t of absorption length. Carryin_ out the calculation show._, in fa_t, ,.
t!_Lt IIa' r_,q,dred temperature decreases only from 6150 ° to 5925oK ,Ls t_:, ,lb-
:;orption ],'ngth is increased from I cm to infinity. For practical purpos,.._,
t}_,,rc(,,:'c, t}a_, chan_l)cr tcmpt.ratu :e of a potassiun_-seedcd heliun_ entire,. _,!_- t
P, .";t_i_lK at t hi' d_'bt_n specific impulse t_'_aS: ':,c tJ--n as approximately _,,)!_.(1"; ,
r_'g.tr,.ll,.s_ of its siz,..
t
For use in the design of propellant feed syste_ s for srr_kl heiiurn ,
, gl-_, shows the partial pressure of pot -_sium required forengines Fig. _'
t)c = _0 a:mand Isp - 800 sec.
Turning now to the thermal desi_n_ the co nd _ctivity o_ helium is
giv,'_ h_" t:.:t_. (i.i_-° ,), with _/ -- t.67 andtl,,} ,.
d = 4.07 x 19 -8 T -0" 14 cm (II1-90) ,
or, in c,g.s, units (ergs/aec-cm-°K),
X _ 260 T O.78 (!II-911
i
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The average temperature defined by Eq. (IH-70) should be used in
this expression.
Since helium is monatomic (no dissociation losses), the wall thermal
loss is now (cf. Eq. (III-80)).
31rkYcZ (i + a/L)(I - ZhJc 2) (lll-9Z)
P
Since an species present are monatornic, the average constant-
pressure specific heat is
- ' i[.,>< ]Cp = --¥-I RPc + (Ms " 4 (I +_))ps (III-93)
In this expression, the seedant partial pressure Ps is again to be
calculated at the chamber temperature, but _ is to be calaulated at T.
The enthalpy/unit mass at the wall is given by (cf. Eq. (IH-89)).
hw : RTw Pc + _P 4Pc + (Ms " 4 (1 + _))Ps (III-94i
where Ps is fixed but _ is to be calculated _t the wall temperature.
Equation (III-9Z) is plotted as a function of the absorption length, y
as Curve I! of Fig. III-16 foz Pc = 30 atrn, Isp = 800 sec, and T w : !100°K.
Except for very small engines, the wall losses are higher for helium than
for hydrogen: the higher chamber temperature required with helium for a
given specific impulse results in a higher thermal conductivity of the workin_
fluid. The efficiency, however, is now given simply by
= I - PJPo (iii-95)
which, for an input power of 15 kW, is shown as Curve HI of Fig. Ill-17.
Comparison with Curve I, for a hydrogen engine with the same power input,
shows that the efficiency is considerably higher at srrmll absorption lengths.
The reason for this is that the losses in small hydrogen engines are domi-
nated by the effects of dissociation.
It is clear that, to minimize losses, a he]ium engine should be
physically as small as possiole. Table III-3 gives the design param-.ters
for an engine with an absorption length of Z cm, which is as small as seems
at all feasible. Comparison with the hydrogen engine shows that helium
offers better performance, because smaller chamber lengths may be
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TABLE III-Z
PARAMETERS OF THE HELIUM ENGINE
Input Powe r 15 kW .
Specific Impulse 800 sec
Mass Flaw Rate 0.36 gm/sec
Chamber Pressure 30 atm
Chamber Temperature 6 000°K
Wall Thernml Losses 3.8 kW
Power EHiciency 74_0
Thrust Z.8 N= 0,64 Ibw
Absorption Length Z cm
Chamber Length 3 cm
Z
Throat Area (CF = 1.7) 0.55 rnm
Throat Diameter 0.84 rnrn
L* = Vc/A t 8.7 cm
Wall Thermal Flux 460 watts/cm Z
d
Maximum Wall Thickness (Copper) 6.7 cm d
Seedant Partial Pressure 0.15 at_n d
-SZ-
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employed. It should be noted, however, that the characteristics length L:
for the helium engine is only 8.9 cm, which is very short compared to
conventional rocket practice. The requirement for an adeq:,ate L':' in a
chemical rocket is based on combustion dynamics, so that it is possible
tha _. it can be relaxed in the laser-powered engine, if it must be increased,
• the performance of the helium engine rapidly decreases.
Also shown in Fig. III-17 (Curve IV) is the efficiency of a helium
engine with an input power of 50 kW, demonstrating again the rapid increase
in efficiency as the ;ower level is increased.
In comparing the two propellants, it should be remembered that the
present analysie neglects convective heat transfer. The thermal fl,x due
to convection may be written
J = O(hc- hw)V c ([II-96)
where
M
0 = Pc R'T (III-97)
is the gas density and v c is the convective velocity. For the same exhaust
velocJ.ty, the chamber enthalpy/unit mass is higher in the hydrogen engine
than in the helium engine, in the ratio (1 + Zhe/c'J:l. If the convective
velocitles are comparable in the two cases, as determined by mixing pro-
cesses, the convective heat transfer may be roughly comT-ared as
@50 6000 e/C 2)JtISJII e -_ ( )(_) (1 + 2h _ 1.4 (III-'_)
so that the convective losses are expected to be slightly higher in the hydro-
gen engine.
Radiative losses, on the other hand, are expected to be higher in
fl_e helium engine, because of the higher temperature of the chamber gases.
If as a first approxin_ation, one assumes a blackbody (2 `4 ) law for the radi,t-
tion losses, they should be about 5 times higher. The magnitude of these
losses has not yet been determined, however, and it is llkcly that they arc
insignificant.
The overall conclusion is that helium is probably the best propell-
ant, if a sufficiently small test engine can be constructed. This is expected
to remain true for engines up to an input power of perhaps 100 kW, but it
is clear that hydro_-en becomes the propellant of choice in sufficient!'! large
engines (and certainly in those of operationally useful size). In any cam.',
!t is oh, at that the efficiency increases so rapidly as the power level and
size of tl'e c:_ine is increased that maximizint_ the efficiency of the test
el_il_t' is not wort]l major effort.
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IV. EXPERLMENTAL HARDWARE
1. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A photograph of the Laser Propulsion experimental hardware,
installed at Workstation No. l of the HPL-10 Laser, is presented in
Fig. IV-I. The laser propulsion experiments were performed inside a
stainless steel, vacuum tight dump tank which wa s mounted on top of a
portable stand. The tank was originally employed as a dump tank for a
shocktube facility at AERL, and it was extensively rn,,dified under the
laser propulsion contract.
A sketch of the dump tank/support stand assembly is shown in
Fig. IV-Z and indicates the modifications which were required for the
laser propulsion program. First, one head of the tank was cut off and
reattached by means of a large flange as shown in Fig. IV-Z. Secondly,
six (6) flanged access ports were fab: icated and installed on the tank.
The purpose of each access port is shown in Fig. IV-2. Quartz windows
(3/4-inch thick) were installed in special holders and mounted on the
horizontal pair of access port flanges. The windows provided % view of the
thrust chamber nozzle exit, so that breakdown could be monitored visually
and photographically recorded. The side access port (rotated approximately
45 ° below the horizontal) shown in Fig. IV-I was used as the mounting
flange for the cesium seeder. The opposite flange on the other side of the
tank (see Fig. IV-5) housed a nonporous protective glove. The glove pro-
vided safe, mechanical access to the experimental hardware and protected
the user from contamination by residual cesium. The glove wa_ primarily
intended to be used to change thrust chamber nozzles. A number of nozzles
were placed inside the tank prior to the test peri_=l. A special wrench was
designed that could be used easily with one hand. The nozzles were then
changed using the protective glove and wrench while viewing the thrust
charr, ber through the observation port. Using this technique, the labora-
tory test area was never subjected to possible cesium contamination during
a test period.
2. DIAMOND WINDOW :_OLDER
The assembly drawing for the diamond window and fuel manifold is
presented in Fig. IV-3. .Tn addition, a photograph of the diamond window
holder is shown in Fig. IV-4 installed on the propulsion tube and dump
t_,nk. The photograph shows the right side of _:he experimental setup with
the I_PL-!0 welding laser. The laser and F 21 telescope mounted on its .Lit
table are shown to the right, and are enclosed by a lucite cage which pro-
vides containment of stray IR radiation. The ignition test-rig is located
inside the dump tank at the front _nd, with the window isolation tube and
diamond window assembly protrudin_ toward,, the laser.
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The diamond window and fuel manifold assembly consists of the
following parts:
Item No.
Part Nomencla.'ure (Re_, Fig. IV-3)
Retainer 6
Window Holder Assy $
Insulator 2
Fuel Manifold Assy 1
Dust Shield 8
The window holder assembly was fabricated from OFHC copper. The
diamond for the window was cut into the shape of a cone fx..tstum as shown.
The diamond was wrapped in a 5 rail layer of gold foil and p.-eesed in place
by the retainer. The retainer was fabricated from molybdenum and was
electrically _neulated fro:_ the window holder assembly, as shown in
• Fig. IV-3. In this manner a gold/molybdenum thermocouple was formed
to measure the temperature of the diamond window directly. The gold fell
also acted as a pressure gasket.
I The sides of the diamond were i_, contact with the _ndow holder
assembly through the gold foil. The w_ndow hotd_r assembly was designed
with an internal annular ring through "n_Ich cooling water flowed. In addi-
tion two (Z) cooling gas jets were directed onto the diamond surface fror_
bofl_ sides, as shown. The diamond window hc,lder assembly was bolted to
the fuel manifold assembly as shown in Fig. IV-3. An insulator was sand-
wiched between the two assemblies to act as a heat break in order to mini-
mize the heat load flowing into t_e diamond window assembly, The diamond
window/fuel manifo.d assembly was threaded onto the propulsion tube as
shown in the phozograph presented in Fig. IV-4.
3. THRUST CHAMBER
The propulsion tube was ate,ached to the thrus' chamber and the
whole assembly was supported by the internal dump tank cover flange, as
show_ in Fig. IV-2. Two thrust chambers were fabricated and used in the
laser propulsion experime.t. The first thrust chamber, called the ianition
test rig, had l-in. diameter x 5/8-i_,_. thick quartz windows located one on
each side of the chamber. The purpose of these windows was to provide
r. means of viewing breakdown during the preliminary tzsting phase. Tl_e
second thrust chamber w_s built without windows and had a better designed
cesium mixing manifold.
, Eoth thrust chambers were fabricated from OHFC copper and cen-
sisted of thick-walled copper cylinders. A threaded hol_ in the end of each
-) l -
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thrust chamber was used to mount th _ nozzle and focusin8 n_irror assembly.
A 40:1 expansion ratio supersonic nozzle was designed with a 3-nu'n throat
diarr,_ter, and a special contoured cutter was made in order to fabricate
these nozzle in quantity at a reasonable cost. Small copper inserts were
used to reduce the throat diameter to that required for tests, depending on
the power level, intended chamber pressure and exhaust velocity. In addi-
tion, several 30-degree half angle diverging sonic nozzles were fabricated
for the preliminary hardware checkout phase conducted with the ignition test
rig. A drawing of this nozzle is presented in Fig. IV-5 and shows the general
arrangement of both nozzle designs. The nozzles were fabricated from OFHC
copper and the inside face contained a highly polished Z. 0-in. spherical mirror.
When the nozzles are installed in the thrust chambers, the mirrors provide a
feedback of the incident radiation from the HPL-10 device transmitted through
the F Zl telescope. The spot size of the radiation filled the mirror and back
focused the beam into the center of the thrust chamber.
4. COOLING SYSTEMS
The laser propulsion experiment required water cooling for the
diamond window holder and the F Zl telescope mirrors. In addition, these
systems require the inlet temperature of the water to be at room tempera-
ture to prevent sweating of the copper parts. Since the HPL-10 facility did
not have sufficient cooling water capacity to completely support the laser
propulsion experiment, a portable system was designed and fabricated.
This system was built into the dump tank stand as shown in the photograph
presented in Fig. IV-1. s
The water cooling system consisted of a Z0-gallon supply of room
temperature distilled water which was stored in two 10-gallon plastic jugs
as shown. The water was pumped from the supply tanks to a switching
manifold, up through a series of flowmeters to three (3) independent cool-
ing lines. These lines were connected to the systems to be cooled and the
return heated water was passed through a heat exchanger on its way back
to the supply tanks. The heat exchanger consisted of a small automobile
radiator core and a variable speed fan. The fan was mounted on the back-
side of the radiator and pumped room air through the core. The switching
manifold was configured in such a way as to allow the cooling water to cir-
culate in a loop without passing through any elements. When one of the
three cooling systems was activated, the return loop path was throttled by
m_ans of a control valve. The system was designed to provide a cooling
capacity of approximately 1.5 gal/min for each of the three independent
systems.
5. FLOW SYSTEMS
The photograph presented in Fig. IV-6 shows the left side of the
experimental setup with the HPL-10 welding laser. The gauges and vernier
controls shown at the bottom of the photograph are part of the control panel
for the various flow systems. The flow systems were designed so that high
pressure lines (2000 psi) could be connected directly to the control _anel as
sho_,n. The high pressure gas was then stepped down to 600 psi b, means
N of the three regulators and the operating pressures were displayed on thethree pressure gauges. Each system had an electrically operated solenoid
I
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Fig. IV-6 Photograph of the Laser Propulsion igxpcrim_,ntal Itardwarc
Showing the Flow Systcn_s Contt-ol Panel
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valve and a vernier controlledneedle valve which was set to the desired
flow rate. The system was designed so that the control orificeswere
always choked independent of the operating pressure in the thrust chamber.
The three flow systems supplied propellant feeds to the inside of the dia-
mond window, to the main fuelmanifold and to the cesium seedant manifold.
In addition, a low pressure system provided helium for jet cooling on the
outside of the diamond window.
The electricalsolenoids for all flow systems were interconnected.
The main power cord was connected to the solenoids through a timer and
a manual switch. In operation, allflow systems were preset to the desired
pressures and flow rates. The timer was preset to the desired totalrun
time of up to ten (I0) seconds. The manual switch was then closed to acti-
vate allflow systems simultaneously, and the timer automatically termi-
nated the run by closing allthe solenoids.
6. SEEDANT INJECTOR
The seedant injectorused in this program was an adaptation of a
device which has been used successfully at AERL, Inc., to injectcesium
seed in shock tube experiments. The principle of operation is that chilled
gas flowing across a bath of molten cesium will produce an aerosol of fine
cesium particles,which can then be transported with the gas flow to the
thrust chamber. To avoid contact between the cesium and the atmosphere,
itis loaded in a sealed glass ampoule into a closed chamber, where it is
broken by a piston driven by compressed nitrogen. The cesium then flows I
down into an elbow made from stainless steelpipe, which is wrapped in
electricalheating tape to allow control of the cesium bath temperature.
The seedant manifold propellant gas flow, from the flow system described
in the previous section, passes througha copper coil immersed in a dewar
of liquidnitrogen and then over the cesium bath. The concentration of
cesium aerosol particles produced can be varied by changing the bath
temperature.
This system is also adaptable to use with sodium or potassium as
seedants.
This seedant injectorworked well in the experiments to be de-
scribed here, but itshould be noted that calibrationdifficultiesexist if
itis desired to control quantitativelythe seedant concentration in the
thrust chamber. In particular, itis possible for the aerosol particles
to accumulate in bends and crevices in the piping between the cesium
bath and the thrust chamber. Some of the particlesmay atso melt and
adhere to the injectormanifold wails. For quantitativework, itwould
probably be necessary to monitor the seedant concentration in the exhaust
of the thrust chamber, for example by spectroscopic means.
7. FURTHER DETAILS
The above brief description of the experimental hardware is in-
tended to provide sufficientinformation for understanding the experiments
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described in the next chapter. A more detailed description will be pro-
vided with the hardware when it is delivered to NASA Levns Research
Center, together with an operations manual which is in preparation.
, Provisions were made for diagnostic instrumentation (especially
thrust and exhaust velocity measurement) but were not fully implemented
because the experiments described here were concerned with establishing
reliable inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption in the thrust chamber and
achieving substantial chamber pressure increases when the laser was
initiated. The diagnostic instrumentation would not be useful until these
goals had been realized.
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V. EXPERIMENTS
1. INITIAL TESTS
The first tests were intended as a shakedown of the system com-
ponents and especially as a checkout of the optical alignment procedures.
To allow adjustments to the system, it was desired to operate initially with
the access ports to the dump tank open, and this meant that neither hydro-
gen gas nor alkali metal seedants could be employed. The seedant injector
system was therefore not installed for these tests, being replaced by a piece
of straight pipe. During runs the access ports were covered by lucite sheet.
in order to prevent the escape of stray infrared radiation.
Because of the cost of occupying the work station of the HPL- i0
welding laser ($125 per hour) the equipment had been designed, as described
in the previous chapter, to allow as rapid installation at the laser as pos-
sible. The test cell and diamond window assembly, the dump tank, cooling
water supply, and gas metering equipment were assembled on a single cart
which could be rolled up to work station No. 1 of the welding laser. I"il_-
urt'._ IV-1 and IV-5 are photographs of the system at the work station. The
I telescope for focusing the laser beam inside the diamond window was mounted
un a separate wheeled table at the work station, and the lucite enclosure
t around the work station was extended with additional lucite sheeting so as t,,
surrt,und this table. The diamond window assembly was enclosed in a lucite
tubt., as shown in Fig. IV-4, which penptrated the lucite shield.
Assembly of the equipment at the laser for the first time, including
installation of ancillary gear such as the vacuum pump, gas supplies, etc.,
took about 6 hours. Much of this time was spent in optical alignment. This
task would have been difficult, if not impossible, w'.'d,cut the He-Ne laser
which is boresighted with the HPL-10 welding laser; in practice, however,
it pr.ved necessary to check the boresighting before each alignment by tak-
int_ a burn pattern on a lucite shee.t in front of the dian_ond window and obs,,rv- d
ing whether the spot from the He-Ne laser fell into the center of the pattern.
The procedures involved in setting up the equipment are discussed in more d
detail in Ref. Z l . With experience it became possible to installtne c,,m-
plete system at the laser within about 3 hours.
The initial tests which were carried out are summarized in
Table V-1. The first two tests were intended merely to verify that laser
radiation was passing through the diamond window and enterin_ the thrust
chat_lber. For this purpose the nozzle was removed from the thrust t hana-
bet and replaced by a piece of lucite sheet. Apart from the helium fluw
over the outside of the diamond window the only gas flow in the system for
these tests consisted ¢,f nitrogen at maximum flow rate through the wind,iw
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manifold, to assist in cooling the window. The laser, power employed was
I kW for O. 5 second and, with adjustment, a reasonable burn pattern was
obtained even at this low laser power, demonstrating that operation of the
window was satisfactory.
With the noszle and focusing mirror reinstalled, a series of tests
was now run to determine whether breakdown in the chamber could be ob-
tained in unseeded gas. While gaining confidence in the use of the diamond
window, the gas flows were generally maintained at a high rate, especially
through the window manifold. In the first of these tests nitrogen was used
in all three manifolds, but thereafter argon gas was introduced through the
seedant manifold, because it is known that laser-induced breakdown occurs
more readily in this gas than in nitrogen. Eventually the gas flow through
the main manifold was turned off and nitrogen or helium flowed through the
window manifold. No breakdown was observed in the focal region through
the sight tube in any of these tests, although in some of them, generally at
high laser power, sparks were observed leaving the nozzle exit. The high-
est laser power employed was 10 kW for one second.
Because of these negative results, a simple test rig was used to
determine whether a high flux density was being obtained in the focal region.
A thin lucite tube was glued to the inner side of the nozzle, so that it was
along the chamber axis when the nozzle was installed but did not block the
focussing mirror. This device permitted gas flow through the test chamber
but provided a highly absorbing target at the focus. At a power level of
, 2 kW for one second, with argon and helium flowing through the test cell,
a bright yellow flame was observed through the eight tube. On inspection
the lucite tube proved to have been burned quite symmetrically, giving con-
fidence in the operation of the system.
Since all systems appeared to be working well this test series was
terminated to allow installation of the seedant injection apparatus.
2. SECOND TEST SEQUENCE
With the seeder installed the system was assembled once again at
work station No. 1 of the HPL- l0 welding laser, a,. cesium ampoule was
loaded into the seeder and broken with the air hammer. The seeder temp-
erature was adjusted to 500°C.
The experiments carried out in this sequence are summarized in
Table V-2. The first test was a check of operation of the seeder. With
maximum helium flowing through the seeder and minin_al flow through the,
window and main manifolds (to prevent seedant penetrating up the window
isolation tube) an aerosol cloud was observed emerging from the nozzle.
It thus appeared that the seeder was working as predicted.
The first run with the laser in this sequence (run No. 22) was at a
power level of I0 kW for 0.5 second. No results were observed but it
was then dimcovered that there was a serinus misalignment between the
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CO 2 laser beam and the boresighted He-Ne laser. Alignment had been
carried out using the He-Ne beam and it was found that the CO 2 beam was
missing the diamond window and burning the molybdenum housing• The
boresighting of the two lasers was adjusted and the optical system realigned.
, At the same laser power and duration (I0 kW for 0.5 second) and
with the same gas flow conditions a bright flash was now observed in the
chamber and sparks were noted coming from the nozzle. Several runs with
the same conditions produced the same results. Figure V-I is a photograph
taken through the viewing port of the dump tank during oae of these runs.
The sparks from the nozzle are presumed to be cesium particYes which have
not been fully vaporized. It thus appeared that breakdown became possible
as soon as cesium seed was added to the gas mixture.
At this time it was noted that the diamond window was becoming dis-
colored. The outside surface of the window was cleaned, but, because the
system now contained cesium, cleaning the inside the surface of the window
would have required removal of the system from the HPL- I0 welding laser
room and disassembly. The time at the laser station lost in these activi-
ties would have cost more than the diamond was worth, and so the decision
was made to continue.
The next series of runs (26 thru 29) were all carried out at 10 kW
laser power for one second, and were intended to investigate how far the
gas flows could be reduced while maintaining breakdown. Successful opera-
tion was achieved at gas flow levels down to the minimum available from
the metering system.
At this point the seeder manifold was closed and the test chamber
was flushed several times with helium, through the main and window mani-
folds. Two successive runs with the seeder closed using laser powers of
I0 kW for one second gave breakdown results similar to the previous ones•
It therefore appeared that cesium had accumulated in the thrust chamber,
but it was not expected that this would cause any significant problem.
Finally a series of tests using hydrogen instead of helium was
started, in order to see whether this changed the breakdown conditions•
Unfortunately, the diamond window broke on the second of these runs.
This necessitated removal of the apparatus from the laser room and the
test sequence was therefore terminated.
3. THIRD TEST SEOUENCE
Experiments carried out in the third test sequence are summarized
in Table V-3. At the beginning of this sequence some difficulties were ,:n- \
countered in obtaining breakdown and a number of checks were carried out to
determine whether the seeder was operating correctly and whether the optic a]
alignment was satisfactory. Eventually, however (run 44), breakdown
was achieved at a laser power level of 10 kW for 0. 5 second with helium
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flowing through all manifolds. Note that apart from the duration from the
run, the conditions in run 44 were the same as those in run 27 in the sec-
ond test sequence when breakdown was also achieved.
The next question addressed was that of the minimum power re-
quired for breakdown. Several runs were undertaken at lower power
levels, alternating with runs at I0 kW to check that conditions did not
change. It was found that breakdown could not be achieved at power levels
as high as 7 kW, and it appeared that the threshold was in fact close to
10 kW. This was confirmed by the finding that relatively small changes
in the conditions (for example, changes in the pressure in the dump tank)
could prevent breakdown at 10 kW. It does seem probable that satisfactory
operation of the test cell at elevated temperatures and pressures would re-
quire the maximum powPr of which the HPL- 10 laser is capable (appro xi-
mately 20 kW).
One possible explanation of this result was that less power than
predicted was actually reaching the thrust chamber, due to reflections at
tbe diamond window, etc. For this reason itwas decided to install a nozzle
of small throat diameter, in order to allow pressure rises to occur at low
mass flow and lowpower levels. A nozzle insert restricting the throat to
I._ mm diameter therefore was installed. Unfortunat_.ly itappear_,d
that this change was sufficient to prevent breakdown at I0 kW. Aft_'r ._,._-
eral runs ,x, ith this nozzle it was noted that the diamond was again beef)m-
ing discolored. In order to make as rapid progress as possible before
losing the diamond, a nozzle insert with an even smaller diameter
(0.8 ram) was installed and, when no breakdown was obserw,d at lO kW,
the laser power level was turned up to lZ kW. At this power level break-
down occurred but the diamond window broke. It seems probable that the
diamond window could have transmitted lZ kW had it not been that it was
already becoming discolored.
Only one more diamond window was avaitable. When it was in-
stallt.d with the 0.8 nm_ nozzle, no breakdown was observed at l0 kW.
At 12 kW laser power, sparks were observed in the chamber but there
was no breakdown [lash. The laser power was therefore increast.d t_,
15 kW ,_hich produced a bright flash in the chamber and a strong pressure
rise but once again the diamond window broke.
Since no more windows were available, the experimental program
was terminated at this point.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The first two diamond windows used in these tests each lasted for
thirty runs or more at power levels up to 10 kW. Their eventual failure'
was apparently due to gradual discoloration and consequent abuorpti_n uf
laser radiation. Examination of the second diamond with a lens before it
failed seemed to indicate that some of the discoloration was internal t_ the
stone; if it is true that diamonds undergo an internal degradation c)f trans-
parency with exposure to intense 10.(> _ radiation, a fundamental limit
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to the endurance of diamond windows would =learly be indicated. The long-
term response of diamonds to CO_ laser radiation is the subject of a sep-
aratt: study which wiU be reporte¢_ elsewhere. (22)
In any case cleanliness of the window is essential to its durability
, in this application. The experimental apparatus was deficient in this res-
pect, in t' at it was impossible to clean the inner surface of the diamond
window without major disassc ibly. In future experiments of this type,
the window isolation tube should incorporate a shut off valve so that the
window assembly may be isolated from the rest of the system and can
readily be removed for cleaning.
A second major problem which was discovered with this apparatus
was that a laser power of I0 kW was only marginally suificient to cause
breakdown in the test chamber, but higher laser powers caur,d rapid win-
dow degradation. For example, the third diamond window, e, en though
clean, failed quickly at 15 kW. This margin is rather too narrow for satis-
factory, flexible operation of the system. If the original design of the test
chamber (Fig. V-4) had been used, instead of the single mirror design
{Fig. V-5), with its focusing mirror of shorter focal length, it is probable
that breakdown would not have been achieved at laser power levels which
could be sustained by the diamund window. In this connection it should be
noted that in other experiments(Z2), COZ laser powers in excepa of 20 _w
for up to 20 seconds have been transmitted through diamond windows. Ir
these experiments, however, the diamond was fresh and clean _.nd the win-
dow holder was of an improved design in which cooling water made contact!
with the diamond itself. Bett_r cooling can increase performance in these
windows, but this design feature is probably not as important as those which
permit maintenance of high cleanliness.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Although the experimental program was terminated prematurely be-
cause of diamond window failures, significant progress was achieved to-
wards the goal of demonstrating a laser-powered thruster. The devic,-
for injecting alkali metal seedant into the thrust chamber has been demon-
strated, and breakdown and inverse bremsstrahlung absorption has been
achieved. Apart from window problems, no reason has been fuund to doubt
the feasibility of the design approach.
Power levels in the I0 kW range are quite low by rocket thruster
standards. For future experiments with thrusters using diamond windows.
it is suggested that more work is needed to optimize the window design
for maximum power transmission. This should include checkout of any
proposed window assembly at the highest power available from the laser
to be used, under steady state conditions, before proceeding to tests of the
thruster itself. It is essential to have confidence in the durability _fthe
window, in order to be able to concentrate on the laser absorption and gas
dynamic phenomena which will determine the feasibilit7 of this type of
engine.
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The modular test apparatus built under this program has proven [
convenient and flexible in operation. It can provide the basis for a con°
tinued program of laser-powered thruster development at relatively low
cost, The system is adaptable to other types of window (e. g., zinc sele- i
hide, aerodynamic etc. ) and to the use of other absorption mechanisms j
(molecular, dust, etc.).
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APPENDIX A
GRAVITY COMPONENTS IN RECTILINEAR BOOST
From Fig. (A-l), the geocentric radius at range p along a recti-
linear trajectory of initial zenith angle ¥o is
2 2 r° 2r = p + + 2pr ° cos ¥o (A-l)
For ¥o _ 60°' this gives Eq. (II-24).
The zenith angle (angle between the trajectory and the local vertical)
at range p is given by
2 2 2
p +r -r O
COS y =
2rp
p + r ° cos _o
= (A-Z)
r
The acceleration due to gravity at p is
g = go(_) 2 (A-3)
and the component of gravity along the trajectory is
gll = go cos ¥
2
r° (p+ r° cos _o )
= go 3
r
2
r° (p+ rocos _o)
[pZ ]3/Z (A-4)= go + ro2 + 2pro cos ¥o
This equation is plottedin Fig. If-l, for several values of V,,.
It is seen that g llis alrnostconstant out to ranges of several thousa'hd
kilometers if¥o _ 6@.
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APPENDIX B
GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
SEC TION II
Symbol
a specific force (force per unit mass)
c exhaust velocity
g acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/sec 2)
g component of gravitation along trajectory
m instantaneous mass of vehicle
m lift-off mass of vehicle
o
m I burnout mass of vehicle
rh rate of change of vehicle mass
P exhaust power
R 1, R 2 mass ratio
r ° radius of earth, 6378 nm
r geocentric radius
t time
_" acceleration
v 1 burnout velocity
Vco low circular orbit velocity (7.91 km/sec
flight path angle
' 01 range at burnout
T duration of boost
gravitational constant of Earth, 3.99 x 1014 m3/sec _
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SECTION III
Symbol
A cross ectional area
A t nozzle throat area
A wall area
w
c exhaust velocity
c mean constant-pressure specific heatP
c constant-volume specific heatV
D1 Z binary diffusion coefficient
d effective collision diameter
d t nozzle throat diameter
E i internal energy of species i
F thrust
GF thrust coefficient
Hc total enthalpy in thrust chamber
H wall thermal conductance
W
h Planck's constant
h c enthalpy/unit mass in chamber
h enthalpy/unit mass at exit plane
e
h i enthalpy/unit mass of species i
I flux density
Ic chamber mirror flux density
J heat flux
J wall heat flux
w
k Boltzmann' s constant
k i mass fraction of species i
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Symbol
L chamber length
L Lewis number
e
I 2 length of window isolation tube divided by length of chamber
M i molecular weight of species i
M s molecular weight of seedant
ri_ mass
m mass flow rate
ml Z reduced mass
N i number density of species i
n a number density of atoms
n number density of molecules, after dissociationm
n I number density of molecules, before dissociation
' P exhaust powere
P laser power0
Pw power lost to walls
Ps seedant partial pressure
Pc chamber pressure
Pl propellant partial pressure, before dissociation
d
P2 propellant partial pressure, after dissociation
Pi partial pressure of species i
R gas constant
T tempe rature
• T b hv/k
T. ionization temperature
T v vibrational energy temperature
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Symbol
T d dissociation energy temperature
T waU temperaturew
T s coolant temperature
V chamber volume
C
(v) average thermal velocity
x F position of focus
y absorption length
Yc chamber radius
fractional ionization
fractional dissociation
F flux concentration f.actor
ratio of specific heats
efficiency
the rmal c onduc tivity
viscosity
v laser frequency
p density
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